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to wash. The .miller’s donkey ambling along 
through sunlighted paths over the hills was a 
picture to him. From his small garret win­
dow he could see the mill-wheel scattering 
bright drops in the moonlight, and he fell a- 
sleep to the gentle lullaby of ever-flowing 
water. Other education than this he had not.
< H is only teacher had lieen woods and rills;
IN the
The silence that is in the starry sky.
The sleep that is among the lonely 1ml
An aged neighbor, contemporary with the
grandmother, took a great liking to 1< ntz ; and
on Sundays, when no work could be done he
was often allowed to go and take dinner or
supper there. T he  old man had travelled
nearly all Germany as a pedlar and had come
to die in the old homestead near the mill,where
old town of Rudsheim, on the R h in e , ; he h;,a  worked when ah o y .  He knew by
is one of those dilapidated castles which im- heart a ll the wild fairy legends of the country 
part such picturesque scenery to Germany.— an(j ;n his character of pedlar-guest had ac- 
Arnotm the ruins, Karl Scheming, a poor hard qairej  a manner of relating them in a manner
children.Working peasant, made for himself a ho m e . .
With him dwelt his good wife Liesbet, and \ n the course
peculiarly amusing and exciting to
of his travels, he had likewise
of the future re­
day there was a 
It occasioned the
two blue eyed children, named Fritz and j coHected many things which seemed very re­
markable to the inexperienced eye of Fritz 
such as the curious smoking-pipes and diink- 
ing-cups, and images in all the various ci> 
lumas of Germany. But what most a'uacted 
his attention was an ancient clock brought
from Copenhagen when the pedlar’s father was
a vonng man. W hen this clock \\as .n its
Gretchner. A few cooking utensils, and 
wooden stools, constituted all their furniture , 
and one brown and white goat, was ad they 
had to remind them of flocks and herds. Bat 
these poor children led a happier liie than 
those small imitations of humanity, who are 
bred up in city palaces, and drilled to walk 
through existence in languid drawing-room right m in d , it c o u ld  play twelve tunes, about as 
paces. From moss-grown arches in the old ; simple as ‘Molly put the kettle on. But the 
ruins, they could watch boats and vesselsglid- fr jction of many years had so worn tha cogs ofi 
ing over the >parkling Rhine, and see broad ; the wheels, that it was frightfully out of tune . 1
vs golden with the sunshine. On the This J iJ  not trouble the hoy’s strong nerves, 
terrace of the castle the wind had planted many anj  he was prodigously amused with the sput­
t e r s .  It was richly carpeted with various tGrjnor, seething, jumping and jabermg sounds 
kinds of moss, tufts of grass, blue-bells and [t ma(Je , when set in motion. To each ol the 
liit'e pinks. Here Karl often carried his goaU crazy 0]j tunes he gave a droll name. ‘There 
to feed, and left the children to tend upon him. i gocs t*ac Spitting Cat,’ he would say, now ‘let 
There had been a stork’s nest on the roof, from > us Lear the Old Hen .7
meat
time im nem oria l; and the little ones were 
early taught to reverence the birds, as omens 
of bles i >g. Their  simp’e young souls were
quite unconscious of poverty. Ih e  splendid j .
Rhine, wiih all its islands—the broad pasture j 
lands— wi h herds peacefully grazing— houses j 
nestling among the woody hills— all seemed 
them ; and, in reality, they pos-
the usual difference between the ideal and the 
actual. There was little romance in the 
crowded cabin, with hundreds of poor emi­
grants, eating, drinking, and smoking amid 
the dreadtul nausea of the sea. Fritz longed 
for the pure atmosphere and fresh-flowing 
brook at the mill. However there was always 
America in prospect painted to his imagina­
tion like Islands of the Blest. Uncle Hein­
rich said he should grow rich there; and a 
fairy whispered in his ear that he himself 
might one day possess a Copenhagen clock, 
bright and new, that would play 
centlv and in order. ‘No, no,’ said Fritz to 
the faky, I had rather buy Father Rudolphs 
clock ; it was such a funny old thing.’ ‘Y er} 
well,’ replied the fairy, be diligent and saving, 
and perhaps 1 will one day bring Father Ru­
dolph’s clock to crow and sputter to thee in the 
New World.’
But these golden dreams 
ceived a sad check ! One 
cry of ‘A man overboard ! 
more terror, because a shark had been follow­
ing in the wake of the vessel for seteial da\s. 
Boats were instantly, lowered ; but a crimson 
tinge on the surface of the water showed that 
their efforts were useless. It was not until 
some minutes after the confusion subsided, 
that Fritz perceived his Uncle Heinrich was 
missing. Terrible had been that crimson 
stain on the water ; but now, when he knew 
it was the life-blood of his last and only fiiend, 
it made him faint and dizzy, as if it were 
flowing from his own veins.
Uncle Heinrich’s hard-earned savings were 
fastened within the belt he wore ; and a bun 
die of coarse clothes, with a few tools, were 
all that remained of his worldly possession 
The captain had compassion on the desolate 
child, and charged nothing for his passage or 
his food. W hen the vessel came within sight 
of port, the passengers, though most of them
within it. Heaving a sigh, and blushing at | When house and barn were completed, the 
his own emotion, he explained, in his native first object was to secure honest, industrious,
Father Rudolph called the rickety old ma-  ^
chine his Blacking Box, because he had bought p00r; raised a small fund for him by contribu 
. ith the proceeds of a pecuiiarkind of black- qon> But who can describe the uttet loneliit w
ing of his 
ways praising 
he,said, T have never told
own manufacture, 
this blacking;
any one the secret
He was a 1 -! ness 0f the emigrant boy, when lie parted from 
and one day ! his ship companions, and wandered throug 
the crowded streets of New Yrork, without 
Ac L c  h a d  ever seen before ?a. lute
to belong to
ed them more truly ,IJi,l,y a nch man’
who
“ O ic moment gazes on the flowers,
The  next they are forgot;
An I eatethot his latest fruits,
As though he ate them not.
little heaps of straw, btother
of r n a k i n i t  a but if you are a good boy, Fritz, • meeti „
I will show you how‘it is done.’ The child , Lights shone in cheerful basements, where 
could no do otherwise than respect what had j families supped together; hut his good-heart-
procured such a wonderful clock ; and when e(] mother, and his dear little blue-eyed Gretch
he fell asleep th 
his mind undefined visions
slept soundly in each other’s a rm s; 
, hooting of an owl chanced to wake t
and
and
them,
_>d in with friendly eye,
On then- 
sister 
if the hoo
some bright star looked in 
through chinks in the wall, and s a id , ‘Go to 
sleep .” little ones; for all little children are dear 
to ihe good God.’
Thus, with scanty food, and coarse clothes, 
plenty of pure air and blue sky, Fritz and his 
t hand and hand over their rugged 
path of life, till he was 
years old. Then came u n c le , cursive 
'mother’s brother, and said the I knowledge
ite fell asleep that night, there floated through en— where were they ? Oh, it was very sad
of being able to to be so entirely alone in such a wide, wide
Sometimes ho saw a boy turn round 
This seemed a very unimportant epoch of his t0 sta re a t his queer cap and outlandish Bock,
purchase such a comical machine for himself.! world
of a but he could not understand what he saidchildhood; but it was the introduction 
thread, that reapp
life. r ,
F ritz  passed at the old mill four years o f , for work, but could obtain none
For three
ared again in his web of ; when he sung out, ‘There goes what they call 
| a Flvino- Dutchman.’ Day after day he tried
sister wen 
and flower-strewn 
nearly seven 
Heinrich, his
health, happiness and hard labor, 
years Father Rudolph was an unfailing source 
of entertainment. Alternately with his com­
ical old songs, and wild legends of fairies and 
goblins, he imparted much of a travellers dis- 
observation and thorough piactical 
concerning the glossy jet blacking. 
At last he fell asleep, and the boy heard that
boy would be useful to him at p]easant 0ld voice no more, except in the ech-
The good grand-ha worked ; and if the parents were willing ( 
bind him to his service, he would supply him
His funds
were running very low, and his heart uas  ex­
tremely heavy. As he stood leaning against 
a post one day, a goat walked slowly toward 
him from a neighboring court. How his heart 
leaped up to greet her ! With her came back 
images of the castle on the Rhine, the bloom­
ing terrace, his kind father, liis blessed moth­
er land  his darling little sister. He patied the 
0-oat’s head, and kissed her, and looked deep 
hito her eves, as he had done the companion
tongue, that he had accidentally taken too 
much for his blacking, the day before.’ They 
looked at him with right friendly glances, and 
quired into his history. He told them his 
name and parentage, and how Uncle Heinrich 
had attempted to bring him to America, and 
h'ad been devoured by a shark on the way.
He said he had not a single friend in this for­
eign land, but he meant to be honest and in- 
|dustrious, and he hoped he should do well, 
its tunes de-[The gentleman sssured him that they should 
always remember him as Fritz Shilling, and 
that they would certainly speak of him to 
their friends. He did not understand the joke 
of his name, but he did understand that they 
bought all his blacking, and that customers in­
creased more rapidly after the interview.
It would be tedious to follow the emigrant 
through all the process of his gradually im- 
oving fortune. As soon as he could spare 
anything from necessary food and clothing, he 
ent to an evening school, where he learned 
to read, write and cipher. He became first a 
shop-bov, then a clerk, and finally established 
neat grocery store for himself. Through 
aU these changes he continued to sell the 
slacking, which arrived at the honor of poeti­
cal advertisements under the name of -Schel- 
ing’s Best Boot Blacking.’
But the prosperity thus produced was not 
the only result of his acquaintance with Fatn 
er Rudolph. The dropped stitches of our life 
are sometimes taken up again strangely, thro 
many intervening loops. One day as Fiilz 
was passing through the streets, when he was 
about sixteen years old, he stopped and listen­
ed intently ; for he heard far off the sounds 
of a popular German ballad, which his grand­
mother and the pedlar often used to sing to­
gether.
Through all the din and rattle of the streets, 
he could plainly distinguish the monotonous 
minor cadence, which had olten biought terns 
to his eyes when a hoy. He followed the tones, 
and soon came in sight of an old man and his 
n ftb, singing tiie iatmliar melody. A maiden, 
apparently somewhat younger than himself, 
played a tamborine at intervals. YV hen he 
spoke to her in German, her face kindled, as 
his own had done at the first sound of his na­
tive tongue in a strange land. ‘They call me 
Roschen,’ she replied, ‘these are my father add 
mother. YVe came from the ship last night, 
and we sing for our bread, till we can get work 
to do.’ The soul looked simply and kindly 
through her blue eyes, and reminded him of 
sister° Gretchen. Her wooden shoes, short 
blue petticoat, and little crimson jacket might
seem
with food and clothing, and give him an outfit 
when he came of acre- Tears  were in T used to croon at
mother surviving 
Leis-' only a few months
bet’s eyes ; for she thought how lonely it would . 
seem to her and little Gretchen, when they ;
longer hear Fritz mocking the birds, j 
aloud to the high heaven. But 
and the child must earn ;
vith
oing caves of memory - , - - . , .
the companion of her youth 0f his boyhood. A stranger came to lead t ie
The ancient ballads she tl 
her spinning wheel, had
animal away ; and when she was gone, poor 
F r i t z  sobbed as if his heart would break. ‘I
cauo-ht something of the monotonous flow of have not even got a goat for a friend now , 
which forever accompanied th e m ; thought he. T wish I coaid get back to thethe water
and Fritz, as he passed up and down from the 
mill to the brook, missed the quaint old melo- 
. ,i;es as he would have missed the rustling of 
So, with ~  P -  - 0  , ^ ieaves> tho chirping of lhe cioUe*. „  any 
er. and Gietchen, 4 1 1 olher dear old familiar sound. He missed, too
her kind, motherly ways, and the little com­
forts which her care supplied him. With th e 1 hope darted through hiss  
xception of his rough, but really kind-hearted
alone in the world. He
to go to new
should no 
or singing
they were very poor 
his breat
father, moth ,
stork, and with some gladness 
scenes, Fritz departed from the old nest that 
had served him for a home. Mounted with 
Uncle Heinrich, on the miller’s donkey, he 
rambled along through rocky paths, by deep 
ravines and castle-crowned hills, with here and 
glimpses of the noble river, flowing on 
and strong, reflecting images of spires, 
cottages, and vine-covered slopes. YYhen he 
arrived at his new home, the good grandmoth­
er gave him a right friendly welcome, and 
promised to set on her knitting-needles a snip­
ed blue cap for him to wear 
was kind in his rough wTay ; but he thought it
I am afraid I shall starve here in 
land, where there is nobody to
then
bright
e
uncle, he was now'
had visited Rudesheim but once, and then 
oreatly amused Gretchen with his imitations | 
of the crazy clock. But his parents had re­
moved to a remote district, and he knew not 
when he should see dear Gretchen again. As 
none of them could read or write, there came 
no tidings to cheer the long years of separa- 
Uncle Heinrich | lion. How this young heart yearned at times 
for the good mother and the jo>ous little s.s
ter ’n.« excellent plan for boys to eat little and work j
hard. Fritz, remembering the blossoming: But w . America
carpet of the old castle, was always delighted' intention of removing to Antencu,
to spy a clump of flowers. His uncle told him 
they looked well enough, but he wondered any 
one should ever plant them, since they were
not useful to eat or w ea r;  and that when he 
i . d o u b t l e s s  think more oi t
g r e w  older ne w’ouiu uuuuwc-o i .uQ littlo strpnm m
l • ,  T h u s  the child began to\m its glance, and the little stream
pence than posies. i  lius tne cnnu uu b , . ___ c. Fritz
of something wrong, when he
was caught dinging a flowrer. But liis labori 
ousand economical relative taught him man} 
and thrifty ways, which afterward? had great 
influence on his success in life ; and fortunate­
ly a love for the beautiful could not be pressed 
out of him. Kind, all-embracing Nature took 
him in her arms and whispered many things 
to preserve him from becoming a mere animal 
All day long he was hard at work ; but the 
blossoming tree was his friend, and the bright 
little mill stream chatted cozily, and smiled 
when the good grandmother gnve it his clothes
;hen Uncle Heinrich announced his
the pros­
pect of new adventures, and the youthful ten­
dency to look on the bright side of things 
overbalanced the pain of parting from father- 
| land. It is true the last night he slept at the 
ofi old mill, the moonlight had a farewell sadness
urmured
more plaintively as it flowed. Fritz thought, 
perhaps they knew he was going away. The} 
certainly seemed to sigh forth, ‘Y\ e shall see 
thee no more, thou bright strong child. \Y e 
remain but thou art passing away.’
YYhen the emigrants came to the seaport, 
every thing was new and exciting to the juve­
n i l e  imagination of Fritz. The ships out in 
the harbor looked like great white birds, sail­
ing thro’ the air.
How pleasant it must be thus to glide over 
the wide waters ! But between a ship in the 
distance and the ship we are in, there exists
mill again, 
this foreign 
bury me.’
In the midst of these gloomy cogitations 
there was an alarm of fire, and the watch 
men sprung their rattles. Instantly a ray of 
oul ! The sound re­
minded him of Father Rudolph’s Blacking 
Box; for one of its tipsy tunes began with a 
flourish exactly like it. ‘I will save every 
cent I can, and buy materials to make black­
ing,’ thought he. ‘I will sleep under the 
planks on the wharves, and live on two pence 
a day. I can speak a few words of English.
I will learn more from some of my country­
men, who have been here longer than I. 
Then perhaps I can sell blacking enough to 
buy bread and clothes.
And thus he did. At first, it went vei} 
hard with him. Some days he earned noth­
ing ; and a week of patient waiting brought 
but one shilling. But his broad face was so 
clean and honest, his manners so respectful, 
and his blacking so uncommonly good, that 
his customers gradually increased. One day 
a gentleman who traded with him made a 
mistake, and gave him a shilling instead of a 
ten cent piece. Fritz did not observe it at the 
moment; but the next day, when the gentle- 
passed to his counting house, he followed 
and touched him oh the arm. The 
merchant inquired what he wanted. Fritz 
showed him the coin, saying, ‘dat not mine.’ 
‘Neither is it mine,’ rejoined the m erchant; 
■what do you show it to me for?’ The boy 
replied in his imperfect English, ‘Dat too 
much.’ A friend, who was with the merchant, 
addressed him in German ; and the poor emi­
grant’s countenance lighted up as if it had be­
come suddenly transparent, and a lamp placed
vulgar to the fashionable and picturesque, 
anti to the ar tis t; but to him it was merely 
the beloved costume of his native land. It 
warmed his heart with childish recollections, 
and when they sang again the quaint, sad mel­
ody, he seemed to hear the old brook flow 
plaintively by, and see the farewell moonlight 
on the mill. Thus began his acquaintance 
with the maiden who was afterwards his wife, 
and the mother of his Utile Gretchen.
Of these, and all other groups of emigrants, 
for many years, he inquired concerning ’ i 
parents, but could obtain no tidings. At last 
a priest in Germany, to whom he vviote, re­
plied that Gretchen had died inchildhood; and 
that the Ether and mother had also died re­
cently. It was a great disappointment to the 
affectionate heart of I‘ ritz Schellingffor through, 
all his expanding fortunes, he had cheiished 
the hope of returning to them, or bringing 
them to share his comfortable home m the New 
World. But when he received the mournful 
news, he had Roschen to love, and her pa­
rents to care for, and a little one that twined 
herself round his heart with fresh flower-gar­
lands every day.
At thirty-five, he was a happy and a pros­
perous man. So prosperous that he could well
German tenants to till the soil. Fritz heard 
of a company of emigrants, who wished to 
sell themselves for a specified time, in order 
to pay their passage; and he went on board 
the ship to see them.
The hale man, who said he was about six­
ty years old, with a wife some five orsix years 
younger, attracted their attention by their ex­
treme cleanliness and good expression of coun­
tenance. He soon agreed to purchase them ; 
and in order to prepare the necessary papers, 
he inquired their names.
‘Karl Schelling and Liesbet Schelling, re­
plied the old man.
Fritz started, and his face flushed, as he 
asked, ‘Did you ever live in the old castle at 
Rudesheim.
‘That we did, for several summers,’ replied 
Karl.
‘Ah, qan you tell us anything of our son 
F ri tz?’ exclaimed Liesbet, eyeing him eager­
ly-, ‘God bless him, wherever lie is ! YYre came 
to America to find him.’
‘Mother ! mother ! do you not know me ?’ 
lie said ; and threw himself into her open 
arms, -and kissed the honest weather-beaten 
cheek.
‘I see it has gone well with you, my son.— 
Now, thanks he to God, and blessed be liis 
holy name,’ said Karl, reverently uncovering 
his head.
And where is Gretchen? inquired B ritz, 
earnestly.
‘The All-Father took her home to Himself 
soon after you came to see us at Rudesheim, 
replied Liesbet. She was always mourning 
for the brother, poor little one ! It troubled us 
to go away and leave you behind us without 
saying farewell; I feared no blessing would 
follow it. But we were poor, and we thought 
then we should come back to you in two or 
three years.’
‘Don’t speak of that,’ said Fritz. Y^ on were 
always good parents to me and did the best 
you could. Blessings have followed me ; and 
to meet you thus is the crowning blessing of 
all. Come, let us hasten home, I want to show 
you my good Roschen, and our Gretchen, and 
Karl, and Liesbet, and Rudolph, and baby 
Roschen. My small farm overlooks a river 
broad and beautiful as the Rhine. The rocks 
look like castles, and I have bought a goat for 
the children to play with. The roof of our 
cottage is thatched, and if a stork would build 
her nest there, then, dear father and mother 
might almost imagine themselves again at 
Rudesheim, with plenty to eat, drink and 
wear. If Father Rudolph’s Blacking Box 
were only here,’ added he, laughing, ‘I should 
have all but one of my boyish dreams fulfilled. 
Ah, if dear Gretchen were only here !’
The fairy who whispered to Fritz when he 
was crossing the Atlantic, told him if he were 
diligent and saving, she would perhaps bring 
him the old clock ; and she kept her promise 
better than fairies sometimes do; for ,t chanced 
that the heir of Father Rudolph came to 
America, and brought it with him. The price 
Fritz offered for it was too tempting, and it 
now stands in his thatched cottage. Its carv­
ed black case, inlaid with grotesque figures of 
birds and beasts in pearl, is more wonderful 
than a picture-book to the children. YYhen 
any of them are out of health, or out of hu­
mor, their father sets the old bewildered tunes 
aiming, and they soon join in the merry mock­
ing chorus, with ‘Cluck, cluck, cluck! YY birr, 
whirr, w h irr! Rik a rik a re !
As we entered the reception room once 
more, a bulky despatch was handed to the 
s deputies, and uponYY'arden by one of hi
opening it he informed us that it was a pardon 
for one of the convicts. \YTe inquired if it 
would encroach upon the prison rules, under 
such circuinslrnces, to accompany the W ar­
den to the cell, while he should read it to the 
prisoner, and were kindly informed that we 
could join him. YYre soon reached the cell, 
where we found a fresh faced young man of 
perhaps twenty-four, who was busily engaged 
at a little loom, weaving.
‘Good morrow, John,’ said the warden, 
blandly, as we entered.
‘Good morning, sir.’
‘Thee keeps busy, John ?’
‘O, yes Sir—but its very dull.’
‘Does thee tire of work, John V 
‘No sir—but I  think o f homed 
‘And thee would like to visit home 
more ?’
‘Oh, sir— if I could but do s o ----------
once
‘And thee would not return again ?’
I would try to deserve better, Sir.’
‘Well, Joha, what would thee say if I 
diould tell thee 1 had a pardon for thee?’
‘Oh, Sir, such news would be too good.’ 
‘But thee would like to hear it ?’
‘I care not for myself, so much,’ said the 
poor prisoner, and tears filled his eyes— ‘but 
for my wife and child I would be so happy— .’ 
‘And thee would shun wicked company, 
John ?’
‘Oh ves—and I would 
and little one—— .’
labor for my wife
‘ Well, John, here is thy pardon,’ continued 
the good old man— and he read the document, 
which freed this Unfortunate being, who had 
been the dupe of other knaves. YY7e had the 
pleasure of seeing him released after a three 
years confinement, and of learning that he 
joined his young family, to whom he has 
since been a faithful guardian.
YYe passed out to the ante-room again 
where we encountered a new corner, who had 
just reached the prison as we re-entered. He 
had been sent up for five years, on a charge 
of embezzlement.
He was elegantly attired in the latest style 
of fashion, and possessed all the non-clialanee 
and appearance of a genteel rowdy. He 
wirled his watch chain, looked particularly, 
knowing at a couple of ladies who chanced 
to be present, and seemed utterly indifferent 
about himself or the predicament he was placed 
in ! The Warden read his commitment, and 
addressed him with—-
‘Charles, 1 am sorry to see thee here.’
‘It can’t be helped old fellow !’
‘What is thy age Charles?’
‘Twentv-three.’
‘A Philadelphian V 
‘YY’ell—-kinder, and kinder not!’
‘Thee has disgraced thyself, sadly.’
4\Vell, I ain’t troubled.’
‘Thee looks not like a rogue.’
‘Matter of opinion !’
Thee was well situated—.’
‘Yes— well enough— .’
‘In good employ.’
‘\Ve 11— so so.’
‘And thee has parents ?’
‘Yes— ’
Perhaps thee hast a mother, Charles— .’ 
The convict had been standing during this 
brief dialogue perfectly unconcerned and 
reckless, until this last interrogatory was put. 
Had a thunderbolt struck him, he could not 
have fallen more suddenly than he did when 
the name o f ‘mother’ fell on his ear! He 
sank into a chair—a torrent of tears gushed 
from his eyes— the very fountain of his heart 
seemed to have burst, on the instant! He
From the Boston Times.
An Hour in the Penitentiary.
During our sojourn in Philadelphia, last 
summer, we one day accepted an invitation
to visit the Penitentiary, there. YY’e had le t-; recovered partially—and said imploringly to
afford to live in the city, and build himself a 
snug cottage in the country. ‘YYre can go out 
every Saturday, and return home on Monday, 
said he to Roschen. ‘YVe can have fresh 
cream, and our own sweet butter. It will do 
the children good to roll on the grass, and they 
shall have a goat to play with.’
‘And perhaps, by-and-by, we can go theie 
to live all the time,’ rejoined Roschen. ‘It is 
so quiet and pleasant in the country; and what 
is the use of being richer than enough v
The site chosen for the cottage overlooked 
the broad, bright river, where high palisides 
of rocks seemed almost like the ruins of an 
old castle.
man
him,
Fritz said he would have a flower 
carpet on the rocks, for the goat to browse up­
on, and if a stork would only come, and build 
a nest on his thatched roof, he could almost 
fancy himself in Germany. At times, the 
idea of importing stocks crossed his mind, but 
his good sense immediately rejected the plan. 
It is difficult to imagine how those venerable 
birds, with their love of the antique and un­
changeable, could possibly live in America. 
One might as well try to import loyal subjects 
or an ancient nobilitv.
ters to Mr, Scattergood, (a most appropriate 
name by the way,) who extended to us all the 
courtesy we could have desired. YY e were 
conducted thro’ the Prison, and in company 
with Mr. S., we entered several of the cells. 
The Superintendent learning we were from 
Boston, informed us that a prisoner was con­
fined there, for passing counterfeit money, 
who hailed from Massachusetts. He had 
been there some two or three years, and we 
found him a very intelligent man. His cell 
was exceedingly cleanly, and upon the little 
table in the corner, we discovered several 
standard books, a bible, &c., which gave evi­
dence of having been throrougly read by the 
prisoner. He was said to be very industrious, 
and certainly appeared comfortable, under the 
circumstances. His name was Geoige • 
He remarked that he was very glad to see any 
one from Boston, and seriously regieLecl th..t 
he should have been one of the few Bostoni­
ans,comparatively, who had disgraced the hon­
ored name of the ‘Old Bay State.’ He was 
happy apparently, and as we parted, we shook 
his hand, and remarked that it was possible 
we might call on him again, in a few weeks. 
‘You will be sure Sir, to fin d  me at home,' said 
he with a smile, as he left the door of his 
ce l l !
the YYravden—
‘Don’t you, sir— for God’s sake don’t call 
her name in this dreadful place ! Do what 
you may with me,— but don’t mention that 
name to m e !
There were tears in other eyes besides the 
prisoner’s and an aching silence pervaded the 
group who surrounded the unfortunate con­
vict,— *  * *  The black cap was drawn 
over his head, he was led to an adjoining 
apartment and stripped, and shortly after­
wards he re-appeared upon the corridor. He 
passed silently on, in charge of a Deputy 
keeper, to a lonely cell in a distant part of the 
prison, the door creaked on its hinges, he dis­
appeared, the chain dropped from the outside 
bolts, and Charles--------- was a close prison­
er for five years to come !
YYe left the prison with heavy hearts, re­
lieved, however, by the reflection that this 
was one of the best devised institutions of its 
kind in the world (notwithstanding the libels 
of Charles Dickens,) and that its administra­
tion in the hands of Air Scattergood, secured 
to its unfortunate inmates the most ‘equal 
and exact justice.’
Those who mostdoubt friendship are precise­
ly those the least calculated toexcite or feel it.
T H E  C O L D  W A T E R  F O U N T A I N  A in i "  n- y  J - ' 1 j jli; X i J J * »
To the President o f the P. W . C. T. Society:
D e a r  S ir ,— After visiting some of the up­
river towns—speaking some twelve times up­
on righteousness anti temperance, spending 
those days very pleasantly indeed, I turned 
my face for Stetson. On my way I gave a- 
nother lecture on Tuesday evening, Nov. 2d, 
to the people of South Levant, and on the 3d 
I rode to my appointment at Stetson, found 
the people interested in a protracted meeting. 
They had a lecture announced—I spoke to 
them. A strange state of things exists in that 
place. I saw a dirty groggery about three 
miles east of the village, and in the village a 
regular rum-tavern, kept by a Mr. Wood. 1 
was told that he sold liquor without any li­
cense or fear of prosecution. The same Mr. 
Wood was heard to say that when the people 
wished him to desist selling he would. One 
of the principal citizens told me he had no 
doubt but Mr. Wood would do so if required. 
You may judge, Sir, of the state of things in 
Stetson from the above. Not temperance 
principle enough in a Yankee town of relig­
ion to ask a rumseller to quit. 1 hose at the 
meeting voted to sustain the agency, so far as 
to their good wishes. They chose a large 
delegation to attend the Mass Meeting at Co- 
rinna on the -5 th, and probably some would 
have attended had it not rained.
Nov. 4th.— Gave the people at the North 
of Corinna a lecture—had a full house and 
good attention.
Nov. 5th.— Met at the Town House in Co­
rinna a few friends of the right stamp. They 
were the real cold water men of the 19th cen­
tury,— not frightened at a little or much rain. 
We had a pleasant time comforting each oth­
er that our labors was not in vain in the Lord. 
The friends were desirous of having another 
meeting, and voted accordingly.
Nov. 7 th.— Was spent with the brethren at 
Newport. It looks to tne that there exists a 
deep and damnable conspiracy in that place. 
To crowd the galling yoke of intemperance up­
on the sober portion of that community, is ap­
parent from the fact that most of the monied 
influence in the village sides with rum. Oh! 
when will Newport be redeemed? I tried to 
preach to Cain’s relations—“Am I my broth­
er's keeper?” In the evening lectured in De­
troit, to an attentive audience. It is said that 
a young man in that place had an itching to 
go into the liquor business— if he does after 
what I told them, he will have a double curse 
upon his head.
Thus in 4 weeks I visited and lectured in 
fourteen towns. In some of which I lectured 
5 times. There is a galheri g up of the rum 
force in some places, bidding defiance to God 
and man. A regular conspiracy being form­
ed, they cry blood ! blood !! blood ! !! One 
rumseller on the Avenue Road, told a tem­
perance brother he would like to head an ar- 
mv against the temperance men, and hurl 
them to destruction. In some towns such is 
the diabolical spirit manifested, that tlrt>se 
o wning houses or other buildings, dare not corn- 
plain, for fear of having them fired. Now, in 
our view of such a state of things, as a ser­
vant to the sober people of this county, in 
whatever town such conspiracies exist, I stand 
ready at all times, where suitable and relia­
ble evidence can be obtained, to complain and 
prosecute all violations of the Statute, toucii- 
in gth esa leo f spirituous liquors. Note down 
all violations brethren, and as I pass around 
my field of labor 1 will give these offenders a 
dose of sugar-coated local suasion.
" T. HILL,
Agent P. W. C. T. Society.
Hermon, Nov. 20th, 1S47.
'How much then,’ inquired his wife,‘do you 
make ?’
‘Why,’ replied her husband, ‘I make from 
two to three thousand dollars a year, an 
amount quite too large to be relinquished.’ 
‘What you say,’ she rejoined, ‘brings to 
my mind the remarks of a temperance lectu­
rer I once heard, who having repeated what 
Walpole said in relation to every man having 
his price in politics, added that it was much 
the same in religion. Satan, continued he, is a 
broker— not a wheat or cotton broker, hut a 
soul broker. Some can be procured to labor 
in his service for a hundred, some for a thous­
and dollars a year. My dear husband, look 
you well to it— to me it seems-that even three 
thousand dollars a year is a paltry price for 
that which is truly priceless.’
On the mind of that husband -sudden con­
viction flashed ; and liberal as was his portion 
in those rewards of unrighteousness which 
Satan proffered, he resolved, and avowed the 
resolution, to receive it no longer.
Dealers in these disguised poisons, how 
stands this profit and loss account with you? 
Have you summed up the items and ascer­
tained the total to be by you received in ex­
change for that which ‘angels dare not hid for, 
and worlds want wealth to buy.’
Not without reason did the poet say in ref­
erence to the debasing influence of sinful and 
mercenary pursuits :
“ How low the wretches stoop! how deep they plunge 
In mire and dirt; they drudge, and sweat, and creep 
Through every fen, for vile contaminating trash.
Since prone in thought their nature is their shame,
And should they blush, their forehead meets the skies.
i O j . l . v U$> ii L irjr j n m m i .
An Independent Press— guided by honesty of purpose and 
principle— devoted to the support of morality ami virtue, as 
he true element < f  national prosperity, and of individual 
and social happiness.
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$ 5 “A11 communications and letters of business should be 
addressed ( i’ost r aid) to H . W . Jewell & C o ., 
Gardiner, Me.
Consistency— Murder of Mathews.
The inhabitants of a section of ar. hundred miles 
in extent, may be compared to a lake of water.;— 
When that water is still as the sea under a tropi­
cal sky during a calm, drop a huge mill log to the 
height of a mile, directly into the centre of it, and 
what a splash it would make ! how it would agi­
tate the whole surface, in concentric circles, fur­
ther and farther, until the progressing tide would 
roll a wave upon the sand on either shore! It is 
just so, when some unlooked for exciting event 
occurs. It was thus, that the Wnterville murder 
of poor Mathews, by the degraded perpetrator, 
like the fall of the planet from its orbit, shocked 
the public mind, and agitated the community, at a 
hundred miles distance. That was an awful event* 
Look at it as we will, it teas enough
“ To turn the cheek of terror pale !’’
Miserable perpetrator ! Agonized, bereaved moth­
er ! Astounded neighborhood ! We wonder not 
that a whole people were appaled at such a deed !
But, that some people are affected at a view of 
the matter, serious as it is, is not a little surpris­
ing. We might reasonably expect that such as 
have eyes to see, judgements to appreciate, and 
hearts to feel, would be shocked by this murder ; 
but, that those who have unmoved, witnessed the 
nu m berless m urders com m itted  w ith in a few  years,
Be Liberal.
In the words of advice at the head of this arti­
cle, we may be misunderstood, lly being liberal 
we mean—allow others the same liberties you as­
sume yourself. Be ready and cheerjul to grant 
them to others. Do not censure others for their 
opinions, nor accuse them of sinister motives.— 
Too many have set themselves up as standards 
—condemning and censuring all who differ in views 
and conduct; carrying their censure so far as to 
practice non-intercourse with all who do not har­
monize with them. We need not point out the er­
ror of such a course ; for, to all intelligent minds 
it is revolting in the extreme. It is enough to 
know that such a course too much resembles that 
empty headed animal, termed a “ dandy,” who im­
agines that no gentleman can he of worth who 
does not wear a fashionable suit. lie who is ex­
clusive in his views and feelings—who will not 
fully and kindly sanction in others the cause of 
freedom which he approves in himself—who will 
withdraw kind offices and fraternal intercourse 
from a neighbor, simply because lie adopts a dif­
ferent view of religion, politics, &c., &c , &c., in 
reality equally condemns himself, and commits a 
gross injury, not only upon such as whom he pro­
scribes, but. upon the whole community, which he 
attempts to corrupt and divide by a pernicous ex­
ample. In all departments of human obligation, 
such as politics, moral enterprises, and religion it is 
the duty of every individual to give the subject all 
the attention in his power, according to the extent 
of the interest involved, and to adapt such views 
and conduct as duty seems to demand. In doing 
this, however, it by no means follows, that any one 
is to assume a jurisdiction over others which will 
preclude them from doing the same.
If you believe your neighbor to be in error, kind­
ly, respectfully, modestly, point out to him what 
you consider to be the opposite truth. If you can 
convert him to your view, well ; but if not, do not 
denounce him as a fool; as certainly urorg; as if 
it were not possible for you to be wrong. Do not 
withdraw from him all your sympathy, intercourse, 
good-will, but, on the contrary, do him all the good 
in your power. If he be in error, as you sup­
pose, the more does he need your sympathy and 
well-intended effort to do him good ; if not in er­
ror, certainly lie does not deserve denunciation and 
neglect. We fed afflicted, pained, that so many, 
instead of doing good to all mer. as they have op­
portunity ; instead of taking a kind, conciliatory 
course towards such as with whom they differ, 
which would tend to make earth a paradise and 
society one universal brotherhood ; repel others 
from them ; prevent the spread of truth by stifling 
free and kind inquiry ; and divide communities in­
to shreds and parlies.
The different education, intellectual powers and 
circumstancs of different men, must unavoidably 
continue to make them widely differ in their views 
and hence all should exercise that charity which 
is the bond of perfectness. To treat errorists il­
liberally, is the very method of all others, to per­
petuate and confirm their errors, by lessening in­
fluence which might otherwise convert them.
Another department, in which all ought to be 
liberal, regards the manifest and acknowledged 
faults of our fellow-men. Space does not admit 
extended remark, further than simply—he as care­
ful to allow all extenuating considerations then-
of enterprise, to allow discouragement to influence 
his conduct. Indeed, the greater the difficulties) 
the more formidable the obstacles that present 
themselves, the greater the demand for the exer­
cise of the energies of the man. In proportion as 
difficulties are great, in that proportion should ef­
forts to overcome them be great. Energy and ac­
tive zeal only will remove difficulties. 1 bis is the 
only thing that will do it. Mon are all ready to 
admit the truth of this, but are very slow to allow
The Influence of Christian upon 
Heathen Nations.
The Rev. Dr. Scudder, a few years ago, in giv­
ing a Charge to liis son, who was about going forth 
as a missionary, remarked “ I charge you in the 
most solemn manner, and with all the weight of 
parental authority, that you set an example of the 
strictest Temperance before the heathen; let it be 
known on your first going among them, that you 
are an enemy of intoxicating drinks ot all kinds. 
I would not allow a heathen to see me drink a
the highest mental and religious advantages. 
Those whose minds and hearts had been complete­
ly lost to the importance of moral and intel­
lectual culture, now are awakened to a sense of its 
necessity. W e find, therefore, in the family 0( 
the reformed man. an effort made to educate the 
children in the public school, and to place them tin- 
der the influence of proper religious culture. The 
school and the church are punctually attended  ^
places which before the reform, were altogether 
neglected. These are some of the advantages of 
Temperance. And then, who can tell the joy thatit to influence their conduct. It is a truth that is 
often told them, one which they acknowledge, but g]ags Df wine for a kingdom.”  Most excellent ad- j takpg possession of the wife and mother's heart?
“  ‘ ‘ vice was this—would "that it had in every case w h o  i{nows of that degree of thankfulness and
been acted up to. Much to retard the progress of 
true civilization, of good morals and religion has 
grown out of the connection ot our Christian people 
with heathen nations. W e are almost prepared to
yet one which they are very backward in acting 
upon, as though it was a truth.
Report of the American Temperance 
Society.
This Report, from the pen we presume of Dr. j g a y  t | , a t  better would it have been had the white
Edwards, has been published, and contains mucl 
that is valuable and true. It presents in an admi­
rable manner, many essential truths in regard to 
the Temperance movement that ought to be con­
sidered well by its friends. There are one or two 
points presented which we cannot altogether con­
cur in. One is, that of the influence of the re’ 
formed drunkard. The report seems to set too lit­
tle value upon the power of the reformed inebriate
man, the free, christianized American, never touch­
ed the shores of the heathen world. With Ins 
civilization has gone his vices : with Ins good char-
gratitude which in her happy position, when she 
sees a husband casting away the cause of all her 
misery and degradation? None truly can know.
It is highly profitable for us all to study such 
pictures as these. They are calculated to produce 
a favorable and salutary impression upon our hearts. 
They tell more effectually in behalf ot the Tem­
perance reform than aught else can. 1 he heart
acteristics have gone the worst qualities that arc j must be ot adamant that fails of discovering in it a 
found in human nature. With his religion I,as liijgli, moral and instructive lesson. The praise 
(rone his profligacy; with his codes of law have anj  virtue of Temperance is more powerfully 
(rone the worst specimens of rapine and plunder; . written in one such case of reform than it ever can 
with the Bible has gone the fearful demon intern- |)e by the pen of man. And such case of reform
inee, and even with the mission ship laden with
to work any change in the manners and customs ] t |iat sacreJ book, and its teachers have been car-
of that portion of society out of which he moves  ^
in respect to drinking. It seems to regard such as 
utterly incompetent to work any change among
ried out from our American, Christian ports, the 
;pirit of hell ! What impression must be made 
even upon a dark and benighted heathen mind by
ought to serve ns a stimulus to.action. When we
find that Temperance is producing and can produce 
such results, wo are urged by every high and holy 
consideration to labor for it. I f  it is such a power­
ful agent of good to our race, then, as we would 
claim to be philanthropists and Christians, as we 
would wish to discharge our whole duty as the 
friends of humanity, then are we solemnly bound 
to labor for its advancement. It would be better 
for the Temperance cause, were these important 
lessons better heeded. It. would be better were we 
to study them more, and allow them to exert their 
legitimate influence upon our conduct. We too 
little appreciate the value of a man’s reformation. 
We think of it and speak of it as though it were 
worth nothing more than a passing notice, a mo- 
formed man. And we think, also, that the ten-! ]OU(]|y boast of were to remain upon their own soil, 1Iients congratulation. This is wrong. Think of 
dency of the expression of such sentiments is bad. ■ an(j |eave us free from their contaminating influ- 1 - ’ " ' . . . .
But it would lie wrong to say that all
this class of community, considering their influ- suc|1 examp|es as they are compelled often to wit 
euce altogether confined to that circle in which j negs What can they think of a liberty, of a 
they have always moved as poor inebriates. While | c|,rjstianitv, that can thus manifest itself in acts of 
we are ready to admit that with many, perhaps aj 0]arjn(T jI18lljt) profligacy and vice of every kind ? 
majority of the wealthy and fashionable classes of j .j (JW are olir nation, and our institutions, degraded 
society, the miserable drunkard, were lie to reform, jn ,j|e eycs Df even ifie heathen ! Their langung-e 
would be likely to be regarded as wholly unworthy j jg tfiese be the fruits of your Christianity and 
notice or attention, yet there are some among those j of r muc|, vaunted freedom, give us in preter- 
c l asses who null listen to what he says, and heed ence all our darkness, our superstition and our 
it. And we think that the report places altogether; j„riorance# Better off slia.l we be, if your agents 
too low an estimate upon the influence of the r e - f or ,jie dissemination of the principles you so
It serves to discourage that portion of our Tem­
perance reformers who have been raised up from „.|)0 j,aVe gone from our own to heathen
the gutter, and who have nobly adopted and main- counlrjes Were the unfit representatives of our 
tained tiie principles of total abstinence. This j pCOp|e and her institutions. There have been la- 
branch of our reformers we ought to cherish, and I borers upon heathen ground who were actuated by 
do nothing to dampen their zeal. The good they) n(r|lt tnotives and with only the sincere desire to]
have already done, should receive the praise of all ; (](j g()((tl t() ,hose with whom they came in contact. I , liai( what u c  do. 
Temperance men ;. and if, perchance we can discover j T J | e r e  ,iave bcen mj88jonaries who have taken their
what is saved from misery and death. A max! 
with a spirit as valuable as our own—a man wl.o 
can make as good a citizen of the community as 
can any of us—a husband and father, it may be, 
upon whom arc dependant tlie hopes and happiness 
ol others. 'This is what is saved. When we save 
a m a n , it is fai easier telling what we do not save
error in their course, let the mantle of charity be ] 
covered over it. We have seen this antipathy, as it 
seems to be, to the Washingtonian reform manifested
lives in their Lands, and gone forth with the praise­
worthy design of giving to those who wore in 
darkness the light they themselves enjoyed. Such,by some portion of our Temperance community in a , , , T
J  of course, are not censurable. It was unfortunate
for them that the insurmountable barriers had been
manner highly injurious and censurable. All this 
disposition to place one branch of the Temperance
army above another—this laudation of one branch placed in the way of their accomplishment of good
above all others—this attempt to make one branch j by their wicked predecessors. Opposition they
the b ea u  i d t a l o f  perfection, and others as of no worth, have found excited against them from the tact of!
is entirely useless —nay, it is entirely wrong. The the wicked conduct of many who had come fiom (|,us debase men. Ilow important are its lencli-
fact is that all branches of the Temperance army the same nation, though with different designs. jngS. The man m t|,e gutter is something nhicli
are worth something—all have done good, and in j And the missionary who has gone forth for the deserves something more tli.an a passing remark 
1 — ’■-* It is for ; best of purposes lias found his way hedged about
In the same manner let us study the other pic­
ture. Here is a man who is the victim of intem­
perate appetite and habits. See him in tin midst 
of his degradation. Loathsome in liis person—the 
laughing stock of some, the victim of abuse from 
others. An.I what a lecture docs he preach against 
Intemperance while in his wretched condition. 
How does liis condition warn all who behold the 
sad spectacle against the use of that which can
.. ... , . . .  . full weight, as to pronounce sentence for the actu-bv the rumsehers, should manifest emotion is not a . . . . . .  n  ,
• _____ .. u ,  i l?„W //.  al guilt involved. Better to err on the side oflittle surprising. After all, what is this Watervi/le 
murder, more than a pure rum murder? Why is
it worse, to kill a man for money, with rum and . , , ...
. , , . . , o rir vate vour heart, until vou love everybody, and hlj-prussic acid, than to kill him with rum alone /  Of -
!charity, than of severity. A closing remark.— 
| In order to be liberal, as well as to seem so, culti-
B ro. J ew ell:— I noticed an article in the 
ast Fountain, on “Teachers’ Institutes,” in 
which there occurred a mistake, and I know 
you, as a “Kennebecker,” will with the great­
est pleasure correct i t ; and more especially 
as there is some little feeling in regard to it in 
the more southertly portion of the county.—  
The mistake to which I refer occurs in some 
editorial remarks under which was an article 
from Mr. S. Town, of New York, addressed 
•’To the Teachers and friends of Education in 
Somerset County,” and was in reference to 
the comparative number of teachers from the 
several Counties.
First, Tt is said,— “The Institute for Frank­
lin County at Farmington has just closed.—  
There were present 194 members, which is 
the largest number that has attended any In­
stitute which has yet been held. Again,— 
“The Institute for Kennebec County was held 
at Hallowell, Wm. B. Fowle, Esq., of Bos­
ton, was Principal. There were 187 in at­
tendance.”
Now wire these the facts in the case it would 
be extremely unpleasant to see our “Noble 
Kennebec” beat in this School matter; hut it 
seems quite unfair to see such public state­
ments when we know them to be incorrect.—  
We don’t mean to accuse the writer of that 
article of any wilful injustice to his native 
county, for we do think it was really a mis­
take.
You will see by reference to a “Catalogue 
of the Officers and Members of the Kennebec 
Institute,” there were in attendance 20S mem­
bers instead of 187, besides some whose names 
were not inserted inconsequence ol their hav­
ing come in after the Catalogue was prepared 
for the press. So this—these two hundred 
and eight, for Kennebec County “is the larg­
est number that has attended any Institute 
which has yet been held !
Again, You will see by the doings of the 
Institute in the last Journal that these state­
ments are correct, and that Mr. Fowle himself 
who was Principal of both those Institutes 
referred to in these remarks, said that the In 
stitute for Kennebec County was not only the 
largest in this State, but uwas the largest ever 
held in New E ng land ! Then are we proud 
to say that Kennebec stands, in this Institute 
matter, as in almost evraything else, first, a 
tnong her sister counties!
Yours, in haste, J- W. R.
Litchfield, Nov. 2-5, 1S47.
the two, who would not rather a friend, a son, 
would die by one deadly potation, before becoming 
a drunk; rd ; than that lie should travel the drunk­
ard’s road of infamy, degradation and misery, into 
a dishonored grave ! That the poor victim of the re- j 
tailer solicits the poison-cup. is no more a palliation ; 
of the crime of him who proffers it, than a mani 
ac’s similar request of the cup which killed him,
erality will be the spontaneous fruit. A distin­
guished clergyman once remarked, that “politeness 
ought to come from the heart outward—it was 
hard forcing it from the hands, inward.”
that proportion are deserving of credit, 
this reason that we discountenance the expression of ' by sore difficulties. What a commentary is this 
sentiments like those contained in the report alluded (, npon our C h r i s t i a n  institutions. What o d i u m  has 
to. 1  hey do no good, but are rather productive ot been cagt upon us by the wicked career of some 
evil; for they tend to the diminution of effort on the 
part of thrtse who are seemingly lowered in the scale ‘ 
of public opinion. The result of this is apparent
of our people. And wlmt shall remedy tiie mat­
ter? Nothi n<r can now testore our lost cliaracti r
and notice. It should receive from all, much seri­
ous thought and reflection. We are npt t.an slight­
ly to regard it. YY e too often turn away from if, 
and let it piss from our thoughts as an idle dream.
1 iiis ij not right. \Y hat a volume of sober 
thought does the sight of a drunken man opento ti f ' l '. li  Gill” ”  , ■ £» ) | *
the reformed l but 3 COnS,Stent C° l,rSe ° f cond,,cl ° n ,hc ,>art <f What a lesson np„n the frjihy  and wenfcnes
those who are hereafter sent out to labor on heath 
en grounds. It is their duty so far as they may
l.o ublo t,, rli-snht’.KO tfie rnitiJe of t'loir ronvCftS ill
regard to the real character of those who have vis-
Law useful, though Unemployed.
I The opposers of the Temperance law cf this state 
I have said a great deal about its being powerless, be-
which however is very far from being the case, 
would it follow that it was useless ? We apprehend 
not. The fact that such a law exists, and that it 
might be enforced at any time, if rumsellers are not 
more irrational than we think them to be, would ex­
ert a powerful influence, in deterring them from that 
wild and fearful degree of evil doing to which they 
wouid instantly fly, if unrestrained. How many
perpetration ef his murder by the Doctor,
While the rumsellers, the public poisoners of 
the people, in Watervillc, Augusta, Hallowell,
Gardiner, &c.,&c., &c., have been laying their 
numerous victims dead at their very feet, onl thus 
multiplying widows and orphans, whom they had 
previously rendered destitute and miserable, many 
in the community have looked on coolly ; as if hu­
man life ictre no more than a dog's life; as if would at once rush into the rum-trade, were there no 
poor women and children had no rights, no inter- |Hw to intimidate them; and how fearful would be 
ests or souls ; as if it were all right as the gospel, the a,most unlimited ravages of the destroyer.
that the rumseller should convert all of human be- ! Tbe*  is sti!1 anolher> and an imP°r,am reason why 
. . .  m i ., ,i. • there should be a law against lhe liquor-traffic, eventngs and human interests, into gold, by their in- /  ’ .
b . _ . ,, . • , i though it should seldom, or never he executed, viz:fernal traffic! But no sooner is a man poisoned ° r. . . .  , , ,  to serve ns a great and indelible expression of public
for liis money w,.l, prussic . . .J ,  ,1,»„ moral,y r ead | n of ^  mlirdcIftl| lraflk. „  a prohiblIM
sools come to life-open their eyes, blester about ' „ ie „.holc Stale by lhe|r rep„ Kma.
cause, in many towns, it is and put in force. Sttji- 
by Mathews, would have been a palliation of the jp0se t|iat jt has not been enforced in a single instance,
it is fearfully melancholy. Strike out 
drunkard from the Temperance ranks and a mighty 
in.-nruAMont for good to the Temperance cause i 
would be stricken from the field of philanthropic ia-| 
bor. Let the history of the great Washingtonian re- j 
form, that a few years ago swept over our country, ] ke(f them. They ought to tie impressed with the 
attest to what the reformed man can accomplish f o r  j idea that they have been injured and shamefully 
the good of liis race. Let that reform forever stand ] wronged, not by those who were in truth the fol- 
as a monument to his praise. And far distant he the j lowers of pure Christianity or who cared for the 
day when this branch ol Temperance agency shall | spread of genuine republican principles, but by 
become out of use. | those who w ere only the agents of the devil, ready
Another thing in which we differ from the report - ami billing to do their master's will faithfully, and,
zealous only for the acquisition of bad and mer-] 
Cenary ends. As Intemperance has been the prin­
cipal vice introduced among the heathen — as this; 
mother of all vices has been mainly propagated,— ]
as if they had not lost all sense of moral feel 
ings
tives in General Court, solemnly declare that the 
LIQUOR DEALER is a GUILTY CRIMINAL; a
Good ! we hope now that the gentlemen have vj0iator 0f t]ie rights and interests of his fellow citi- 
theireyes open, w ill look about them, and count the 
fallen victims of rum-dealers ; now that they have 
xised their tongues, and denounced the murderer 
of Mathews, we hope that they will denounce, al-
is, in regard to the presentation of Temperance truths 
on the Sabbath. We believe, with the report, that 
when the subject of Temperance is presented on the 
Sabbath, it ought to be in a right spirit, and in a 
proper manner. We think that in a Temperance
human nature does it teach. How docs it speak tu 
us of the power of temptations, and of the impo:- 
tance of controlling our appetites and |m>i»j«ns. 
end not giving ourselves oj> to lheir power. It 
would be well for ns if we looked in reference to 
this vnatter, somew hat deeper than tho mere out­
ward mnnitestation of Temperance and its bene­
fits, and of Intemperance and its curses, it would 
he well for us to study its deeper teachings, and 
so study as to derive advantage from it. Mny 
wc all henceforth do this. »
Nj m Division S. of T.
N orth N ew P ortland, Nov. 20, 1817. 
Ba. J kw eli,— 1 have lectured several cveniti"s
1 , , r i o ii .i t 1 i 80 must our miaaionaripsi seek to preach and warn on tne subject oi Temperance in tlii< nlace anddiscourse, the character of the Sabbath, when deltv- ' . J , 1 1 111 u,u pi-'cc, anu
------- . .. 1 hev must establish Temperance in- have presented the suhjeci of our Order.against it. A l theered on that day. ought to be regarded. Nothing 
ought to be uttered of a character or in a manner 
calculated to wound the feelings of any one. There 
is ho necessity for any other course being pursued.
A lecturer is not obliged to give utterance to ludi-j
crous and comic sentiments, or to adopt a ludicrous i trines of Temperance as a commencement of tlieir and Friday evening, luth inst., was fixed as the 
manner of expression. There are sober and weigh-j labors. And we think that it would be well, if up- time of organization.
ty arguments that can he presented to the minds of on the minds of all our missionaries, the injunction of Friendship Division at North Anson assisted in 
people, drawn even from the Bible itself, which are Gf the celebrated divine, witioh we have placed at the organization. On that evening, in pursuance
the head of this article, were enforced before leav- o f  Ihe authority invested in tne hv the G \V. I*, 
ing our shores. Let our missionaries lead consis- and by the assistance of the brothers of
stitutions, and seek to spread the blessings of Tern- conclusion of my second lecture, fifteen gentlemen 
perance far and wide. We have found that many came forward and signed the petition for a charter, 
of our missionaries have resorted to this course. Although the subject was a new one, a considers- 
They have found it necessary to preach the doc- ble zeal was manifested in commencing a Division,
llli inst., as fixed as lhe 
By invitation, the brothers
zens, and that, as such, he ought to be, and shall be 
put under bonds, and other civil disabilities. Even 
though his conduct be in itself moral and right to be 
done, still, after it has been prohibited by law, it is a
so, those who mingle and proffer simply alcohol ; j crime to do it. Selling rum indiscriminately, is what 
which, when taken in the quantities in,which they jurists term, both malum in se, and malum in prohibit a; 
often administer it, is as fatal as prussic acid.— ! in other words, both wrong in,itself, and wrong in
law. Since the sale is most solemnly prohibited by 
law, the vender is much more guilty than if his con­
duct were not illegal. It is unnecessary that we
Why not, genllemen? Can you tell us the differ­
ence ? Why not shut up such as murder by rum;
of all lmman rights, as well as to rights, in them­
selves. Hence, the outcry of the rumocracy would be 
nonsense and ridiculous, even if the law were not 
executed ; which, however, is not the case.
Salan turned Broker.
Rev. Dr. Nott, in a temperance lecture, re­
lated tke following:
A wine dealer’s wife, in the commercial cap­
ital of the State, whose conscience was ill at 
case in relation to the traffic in intoxicating 
liquors, availing herself of an auspicious mo­
ment said to her husband :
‘I do not like your selling, it seems to me 
to be a bad business ; you do not, I suppose, 
make more than one or two hundred dollars a 
year by it, and I should be very muchrejorced 
if you would give it up.’
‘I know,’ answered her husband, “as well 
as you, that it is a bad business, I should he 
as glad to give it up as you would have me; 
if I did not make more than one or two or 
even five hundred dollars a year by it, T would 
give if op.’
aye, hang them too, if the murderer be hung with 
the Dr./ Would all only regard all victims, and should discuss the principles of jurisprudence any 
. . .  , r I farther, in this connection, than to simply remark;treat al! who ate destroying their fellow beings for • ,
, . , what all must be aware of, viz: thattVereisanab-t he sake of lheir money alike, the poor heart-hrok- . . . . . . .  . ,, , .J . . stract obligation due to law, as such, as the bulwark
en wives and orphan’s tears, caused by rum, would 1
he speedily dried up.
Rumsellers of Augusta, Wnterville, Hallowell,
Bath, Gardiner, Pittston, Reodfield, Wayne, Leeds, 
of Maine, of the Union, and of the wide world, 
just walk into the Dr.’s cell, and see what eve­
ry mother's son of you richly deserve, for the 
deaths you have perpetrated by your infernal busi­
ness! Every holy being in the universe regards 
you asfit companions for murderers, whatever de­
praved mortals, w ho holster you up by intercourse 
and fellowship may think of yon. In the name and 
for the sake of humanity leave off such a poison­
ing, murderous occupation. Repent of your blood 
guiltiness, or the ponderous weight of your crimes 
will sink you deeper in floods of misery, Ilian an- 
nel minds can ever fathom ! It is fearful to con­
template the awful retribution winch awaits you at 
the bands of a righteous omnipotent moral govern­
or ! Repent, without delay. Invite all such as 
havc countenanced your conduct, to repent with 
you.
Fatal Accident.—Cyras Cobb, Esq., ol Norway,
Oxford, county., was instantly killed on Tuesday 
last, by falling from the hay mow of his ham. His 
skull was fractured and his neck broken. He was, 
says the Portland Argus, a highly valuable citizen of 
tire town, having been one of the selectmen, etc.
Discouragement.
There is a class of men in the world, who are 
ready always to despair and yield to despondency^ 
whenever obstacles present themselves. Their 
courage depart* and they yield up to a feeling ot 
temerity. They lay aside their armor, and leave 
what they have done to pass for what it is worth. 
They have a singular faculty of whining and 
whimpering because their way is not always bright 
with sunshine. These men are not the men for 
enterprise ; they are not the men for reform. What 
reform or enterprise is there—what one has there 
ever been—whose first inception and continued 
progress was not beset with difficulties,—connec­
ted with which there were not discouraging cir­
cumstances. Had our Puritan forefathers yielded 
to despondency, where would have been now our 
freedom, our free institutions, the rich inheritance 
of our ancestors ! Had our revolutionary fathers 
yielded to discouragement, what would have been 
the terminus of our American revolution? It is 
not a true element in tiie character of a moral re­
former, any more than in the character of a man
as important, and as much the word of God as any 
thing else to be found there. Thus the most sensi­
tive, need have no fear in relation to this matter. 
We find it to be true generally, that those who are 
the most opposed to presenting Temperance, on the 
Sabbath, and who seize hold upon the occasional de­
partures from propriety perhaps, which some lectu­
rers have been guilty of in presenting the subject on 
that davj are in fact opposed ',o preaching Temper­
ance at all on thaf day, and their over-sensitiveness 
on this point is but a cloak manufactured to order, 
which they hope will serve to cover up their incon* 
sistency. The fact is the man who will stay away 
from a Temperance lecture on a Sabbath, because 
he fears he may hear something inappropriate, to the 
day, is not very desirous of hearing Temperance at all.
We object to the report when it says that “Addresses 
from the pulpit on the Sabbath, should ordinarily be 
from ministers of the gospel, and to their own con­
gregations.” Aud why is this? Why cannot any 
one who feels disposed to address an audience on the 
subject of Temperance, on the Sabbath, have the 
privilege of doing so ? Why must the ministers do it 
on that day “to their own congregations?” Away 
with such arrant nonsense. Wc fear that if our 
congregations generally depended on their clergymen 
o provide all the Temperance preaching they get, 
they would fare pretty badly.
'ihe position which the report assumes in regard 
(to the law is jttst the tiling.
We are glad to learn from the report that the E x­
ecutive Committee of the American Temperance So­
ciety have resolved still farther to aid the cause by 
he dissemination of Temperance truths through the 
means of the press. They have already done much 
in this way. They have during the last year pub­
lished the “Naiional Temperance Manual.” It con­
tains both facts and principles and the object of it is 
by sound argument and kind persuasion, with the 
blessing of God, to induce all to cease from the use 
as a beverage of intoxicating drinks, and from the 
furnishing of them to be so used by their fellow-men. 
It has been published and adopted as one of the per­
manent books of the American Tract Society. Fifty 
thousand copies have already bcen printed. Efforts 
are to be made to distributed broadcast over the land. 
Ibis is what is necessary. Let tiie Temperance
lid l)i-
tent Temperance lives; let them seek to banish vision, I instituted Washingtonian Division, which 
from among the heathen the waters of death—let I trust will prove an efficient and active b ra n c h  of 
them break up the corrupting grog-shop, and every j our great brotherhood. The 
place where liquors are dealt out to the people— were elected and installed : 
let them hold out the Temperance pledge and e n - : 
force the duty of signing it—let them preach Tern- ! 
perance as assiduously and earnestly as they would 
any thing in which they are interested, and with 
the onward progress of Temperance they may an­
ticipate the spread of the great cause in which they 
have embarked. W e hope the reproach which 
has been cast upon us will he removed from our 
nation—aud from heathen lips mny never more 
come, our just and severe condemnation. vv.
S.
following officers
James Moody. W. P.
Warren Coffin, W. A.
B. T. Bartlett, 11. S.
Wm. P. P. Bartlett. A. I 
Josiah D. Bartlett, T. S.
John Quint, T.
David Young. Jr C.
Win. S. Hinckley, A. C.
J. Streeter, I. S.
Thomas Moore, O. S.
Yours in L. P. F.
S. B. Weston
Temperance Lectures.
There have been two Temperance lectures 
which we have recently heard —no, seen—which 
have exerted a powerful influence upon our mind. 
They were eloquent lectures—not eloquent in 
speech—hut eloquent, in the impressive language 
with which they forced home truth upon the soul.
It was the eloquence of deed—rather than op! 
word—more effectual than words can ever he.
Just imagine, then, a family neglected by n 
drunken husband and father, suffering intensely 
from that neglect, and exposed to all the insult and 
disgrace that necessarily results from the conduct 
of a drunken husband and father. There was pov­
erty and wretchedness indeed in that family. A 
pall of gloom settled over it, impenetrable by a 
single ray of light or joy. In the process of time 
that man reformed. Happiness took the place of 
misery—comfort, peace and plenty found lheir 
way where want and penury had reigned, and the
Portland Division , No. 95. A Division of the 
Sons of Temperance was instituted in Portland on 
Tuesday evening last, by Dr. G. S. Palmer, Dept. 
G. \V. P. \Ve are informed that the prospect of 
he Division is of the most favorable character. 
The following is a list of the Officers for the cur­
rent Quarter.
J.  VV. Mansfield, YV. P.
B. F. Thorndike, \ \ r . A.
Daniel Damrcll, R. JS.
E. A. Howe, A. It. S.
Orrin Richardson, F. S.
J. M. Johnson, T .
J. J. Knovvhon, C.
B. B. Jordan, A . C.
Elijah llassnck, J. S.
Alexander Ball, O. S.
Samuel Ilaskell, P. Y V.
1 ir e . I h e  Hour Mill in this village was discov* 
eied to be on fire, on Thursday morning of last 
week. The fire was occasioned by friction—the 
band of the “ elevator” having stopped while its 
pulley continued in motion. Happily it was discovei*
dark clouds that covered lire horizon of their hopes crl in season to be extinguished, with very trilling
were dispersed. And what a change was heretl 
YY hat a picture for study and pleasing contempla­
tion ! How powerfully does it tell of the advanta­
ges ol 1 emperanoe— and of its capacity to pro­
duce happiness in families and in society where it 
enters. Temperance, coupled with the virtues
press the retnperance paper—the Temperance tract adorn life, ensure happiness and plenty. It
—be properly appreciated, and let them be made use scaUers blessings in its train. Not only does it
of, and sustained as they ought to be. produce happy results in the physical condition of
The report contains an appeal to the influential families, hut its effect upon the mental and moral 
classes to discharge their duty in reference tc. the j condition of those families are equally “ ratifying. 
Temperance reform, which we hope will be heeded j Where ignorance and moral darkness had pre- 
by those to whom tt is addressed. w. j vailed, there comes will, the Temperance reform,
damage.
Town YY'atcji. Is it not time that our citizens 
were taking measures for the organization of a watch 
foi the ensuing winter? Delays are dangerous, nnd 
we hope that this matter will be attended to immedi­
ately, without waiting for a practical illustration of 
its necessity, in the form of a disastrous fire, or other 
casualty.
The next Congress.—From a statement of the nam^ 
of the members elect of the next Congress in the 
Journal of Commerce, it appears that the House will 
contain 110 democrats and 118 wbigs. The Senate 
" ill contain a democratic majority ol 11 .
! — W T O  ”
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FRIDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 3, 1847.
Later fro m  M e x ic o
D eath of Canales. The Telegraphic D es­
patch to the Boston Times dated N ew  York, 
Friday Evening, says
Mr Commissioner Trist has forwarded his 
Peace Ultimatum to the Mexican Congress.
Greatdissensions exist among the Mex cam.
The party in power is in Uvor of peace.
Canales, the guerilla chieltain, died at Cer- 
alvo the 4th of November.
Sickness is increasing at the Brazos.
An insurrection has taken place among the 
Mexicans in Chihuahua.
The Americans fearing a massacre gener­
ally escaped leaving much property behind 
them.
Forces were being organized at Santa Fe  
to march against the insurgents.
From Tampico. The ship Seaman, Capt. 
Myrick, arrived at New Orleans the 16th, from 
Tampico, which port she left on the 7th inst. 
The Tampico Sentinel of the 4th inst. has 
the following—
Mexico,26th Oct. W e are positively in­
formed that Gen. Santa Anna lias fixed his 
residence conformably in all respects to the 
orlers which he has received on the subject 
from the Supreme Government, and from 
thence he intends to defend himself against 
the charges brought against him for his 
conduct as a military man. His compan­
ions, in his retirement, are only his chap­
lain and Gen. Staboli, with a small force of 
cavalry for the security of his person. Gen. 
Alvarez, with the 3d,7lh, and 9th Cuirassiers 
and other regular troops with the Corps del 
Sur have marched in the direction of Cuer-
W r e c k  o f  th e  N. F . F r o t h i n g h a m .
W ellfleet, N ov. 17, 1S47.
What remains ol this unfortunate brig, 
about half of her hull, now lies bleaching on 
the shore back of this town. All the lumber 
in her hold, about forty thousand boards, has 
been removed, and one half sold at auction, 
and the other half retained for salvage bv 
those who secured the vessel. An anchor,
New York, Nov. 30, 12 M.
F reshets.— Advices from Cincinnati, by 
telegraph,states thatthe Great Kanawha River 
rose 40 feet on the 26th, destroying thirty 
houses, and 100,000 bushels of salt. Great 
damage was done to the salt-works all along 
the valley. The river, at the last accounts, 
was still rising,
S a d  A c c id e n t . While a gang of rigger
with a chain cable, will probably he recovered: were engaged in earring a spar on board a ves- 
next week, il the wind should be light, as the; <el, in the yard of Mr. Win. Stetson, in 
tides will be low. An agent has been down Thomaston, ort the IStli inst., the staging gave| 
from Hallowed!, and the wreck master, Mr.
Holbrook, has done all that was in his power.
Alas, for the crew, they all undoubtedly 
perished, when the brig rolled over back of 
Provincetown, in the gale of Tuesday night,
Oct. 21. A vessel near the spot heard their 
fearful shrieks about nine o’clock of that even­
ing, and distinctly saw the hull. What ag­
gravates the whole matter, is the fact, that the 
captain refused offers of assistance from Prov­
incetown vessels to tow his vessel inlo'port, 
and would not accept the proposals of several 
of our mackerel vessels, the day previous to 
the loss, to take himself and crew off. There 
he was, the rail of bis vessel under water, a 
northwest gale having some days previous 
opened his water ways and sunk the vessel, 
all but part of her deck load. He had been 
driven from bis course from Hallowell to Bos­
ton, as far as off Chatham. A southerly wind 
springing up, and he could only sail before 
the wind, he was endeavoring to get into the 
bay, and reach Cape Ann. All who saw the 
vessel pitied the crew, and wondered at the 
conduct of the captain, in not abandoning the 
vessel or running her on shore. He was a 
young man, and this was his first voyage as
An Indian Gough.— There is a youug In­
dian chief of the Ojibwa tribe, named Kah- 
ee-ga-gah-dowh delivering temperance speech­
es in Washington. The National Whig says: 
‘We have never listened to a more interesting 
speech. He speaks with a clear, mellow 
voice, with which he accompanies very appro­
priate gestures. His style*is divested of tnat 
studied eloquence which characterizes many 
of our own speakers: his is the eloquence of 
the soul— of Nature; this ran reach the soul.’
way, and precipitated them to the ground, by 
which, one of them, Capt. Wm. Robinson, 
was severely injured ; so much so that there 
is but small hope of his recovery.— Thomas­
ton Rcocrder.
N ew O rleans, N ov. 19—In consequence 
of the large influx of shipping a farther de­
cline has taken place in Foreign freights.-— 
We notice the following engagements : Flour 
ships from Liverpool at l-2d for Cotton, and 
40s for Tobacco, and one at 15-32d. Besides 
this, 1000 bales were taken to fill up at 7-16d, 
and several other lots at the same figure.
CLIPPINGS.
A gold mine is said to have been discovered in 
Canada, at a distance of 40 miles from Quebec.
Gen. Tom Thumb says he took a pen from the 
hand of Father Mathew and signed the pledge. Sen­
sible little fellow!
The corporation of Harvard University have pass­
ed a vote closing the observatory in Cambridge to 
the public on Saturday evenings.
Rice paper is not prepared from the rice grain, but 
is the production of the solah, an aquatic plant.which 
grows profusely in all the marshes in China.
‘Hard times, and we must make the most ot what 
itile we have,’ as the grocer said wheahe watered
of Hussars and other bodies, both cavalry and 
infantry, have taken their line of march to 
Queretaro, to put themselves at the disposition 
of th
islalure to obtain the repeal of the License Law, has 
signally failed.
A company at Woodstock, N. E , have engaged 
extensively in the erection of iron works for smelting 
iron ore from the iron mine in that vicinity.
dents of Biddeford. W e copy from the Boston 
Traveller of Thursday.
The Caroline left TybeeLight, mouth of the 
Savannah river, Oct. 2 1th. On the 26th took 
a heavy gale of wind from N. E. and sprung 
aleak. Laid to all that day. At 7 P. M. was 
thrown on her beam ends, but on cuttingaway 
the weather lanyards she righted.
On the 31st, spoke bark Isaac Mead, Brown 
from Savannah for New York ; the bark laid 
by us from 7 A. M. to 4. P. M., but a tre­
mendous sea prevented them Irom rendering!
Pope Pins IX. has promulgated a decree establish­
ing a Council of Slate, agreeable to the design ex­
pressed bv the Pope in his famous circular of April < Worki 
the 1‘Jth, A. P. 1817. ’ '
captain, and he owned a small part of the ve 
sel, and he doubtless flattered himself with be- (he vinegar.
. ingable to reach a port without assistance ; but The attempt of the rum party in the Vermont Leg-
navaot. Gen. Reyes also, with the regiment, jf he regQrdt. j not his own life in this desper­
ate effort, he should have regarded the lives 
of his crew, one ol whom was his old father,
„ - _ i and another a boy, whose appearance, as if
Supreme Government. | he had been weeping, excited the sympathy of
[From the Saco Union.] j the crews of our fishing vessels who saw him.
si .1 1  . . .  i I A black man was on board, and as seen bv
H o n ib le  S h ip n ieC A l ! one vessel, standing up to his knees in water,
The following particulars of the wreck of: and steering the sunken craft. Another man, 
the schr. Caroline, Capt. W m. Smith, ol this j supposed to be mate, was also seen, making 
place, and the horrid incidents connected with : five souls in all. The captain 1 understand, 
the disaster, will be read with interest and not j has left a wife and two small children^; con- 
without feelings of commiseration for the sur- cerning the families of the others we heard 
vivors, by our readers. I he Caroline was nothing. Even the names of these persons are 
owned by Gideon lucker, Esq., ol this town, : unknown here, and they have never been re- 
and Capt. Smith and the mate are both resi- ported in the papers. None of the bodies
have washed on shore, and they are in the j per pound, a quantity of corn meal neatly encased ii 
deep, deep ocean buried. U covering of wax.
Here are five human beings, all dear to ! To the credit of the Jews it is alleged that among 
their friends, useful to society, and perhaps j the hardened criminals who fill the English prisons, 
having dependent mothers, wives and chil-
Wistar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry.
Brvmre o f Counterfeit and Imitations. The unparalled arc! 
astonishing efficacy of UR. W IST  A It’S  BALSAM OF 
WILD CH ER RY , in all the diseases for which it is 
recommended, curing many cases alter the skill of the best 
physicians was unavailing, has effected a large and in­
creasing demand for it. This fact has caused many un­
principled counterfeiters and imitators to palm off spurious 
mixtures, ol” similar name and appearance, for the genuine 
Balsam. Some are cal led “ Svrup of Wild Cherry,” “ Bal­
sam of Spikenard,”  “ Wild Cherry Cowdrey,”  &c. Anoth­
er, “ Wester’s Balsam of Wild Cherry,”  mispelling the 
name, and forging certificates to resemble those o f the 
true Balsam. “ Dr. Wistar’s Balsam of W ild Cher­
ry,” is the only genuine. The rest merely imitate the name 
of the original, while they possess none of its virtues. 
LOOK W ELL TO TH E MARKS OF TIIE  GENUINE.
The genuine Balsam is put up in bottles, with the words 
“ Dr. Wistar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry, Phila.,”  blown in 
the glass; each bottle bearing a label on the front, with the 
signature o f II. W IST A R , M. 1).
This will be enveloped hereafter with a new wrapper; 
copywriglit secured, 1844; on which will always ap|>ear the 
written signature of “ I. B U T T S .”
For sale in Gardiner, by C. I*. B r a n c h , G. M. A t ­
wood, and A. T . P e r k in s .
THE MARKETS.
BO STO N MARKET— Nov. 27, 1847.
Flour and Corn—The transactions in Flour continues 
quite light at §6,12 a 6,25 for Ohio, Michigan and Genesee 
common brands, an 1 some holders arc still pretty firm at 
£6,37 for the latter. Corn is selling at 75 a 84c for South­
ern yellow, and 70 for die white.
Cotton—The sales the past few days have been 600 a 700 
bales at 1-lc per lb reduction on last quotations.
Provisions— Mess Beef lias declined 50c per bbl, sales 
having been made at §11 a 12 per bbl, for common and 
good mess. Lard is also lower, sales having been made at 
8 1-2 a 10c, as to quality, in bbls and kegs; 300kegs good 
selling yesterday at the latter price.
Sugar—The market is very dull and quiet for box Sugar 
and sales limited at a slight reduction in rates.
The money market continues extremely tight, and the op­
erations in merchandise generally are on a limited scale.
BRIGHTON MARKET— Nov. 20, 1847.
At market, 1300 Cattle, including 65) Stores, 13 yokes 
Oxen, 42 Cows and Calves, 7600 Sheep, and
Lowell Health Insurance Company.
INCORPORATED IN APRIL, 1S47.
C apital §50,000.
FMNIIIS Institution affords to males between fifteen and
_EL sixty years of age, an opportunity of securing a week­
ly allowance, (not exceeding four hundred dollars on any­
one risk,) in case of their being disabled by sickness or 
bodily injury, from attending to their ordinary occupations.
The premiums charged increase with the age of the in­
sured, and in proportion to the amount of the insurance. 
Thus the premium for the insurance ot §1,00 per week, for 
tiie term of one year, for the ago ot lrora 15 to 20 years, is 
S I ,50; for that of 30, §5,00; 40, §6,50, &c. Inaddition 
to the premium twenty-live cents is charged for the Policy 
in every case.
Anv person when effecting insurance, is entitled to the 
privilege of subscribing for one share of the Capital Stock
of the company, bv paving therefor five dollars in money, 
and furnishing an endorsed note to the satisfaction of the 
Directors for twenty dollars, more; but the insured may 
participate in (he profits of the Company without being 
stockholders therein.
DIRECTORS.
Elisha Huntington, James G. Carney,
John Clark, Sidney Spaulding,
Cyril French, John \V. Graves,
Seth Ames, George II. Carleton,
Joel Adams. Daniel S . Richardson.
John A. Buttrick,
Consultin'; Physicians—Elisha Huntington, M. D ., John 
O. Green, M. 1)., John G. Dalton, M. I)., Otis per ham, 
M. 1)., I lari in P fishery, M. D ., John W . Graves, M. D.
Applications for insurance received, and prospectuses, 
tables of rates, &c., furnished by the Secretary, at the 
Company’s office, No. 76 Central street, (corner of Cen­
tral and Hurd streets,) Lowell, Mass., or by any Agent of 
the Company.
ELISHA H U N TIN G TO N , President.
FREDERICK PARKER, Secretary.
W m. P a l m e r , A  gait, Gardiner. ID
Montague’s Indian Lung Syrui.
A  PO SITIVE REMEDY, for Coughs, Colds, Bronchi- I 
tis, Croup, Disease of the Throat, and Consumption, j 
in all the varied forms under which it appears as the great j 
destroyer of the human race. This is truly an Indian med­
icine, and probably the only real one in use among the white 
people although there arc so many in circulation called In­
dian medicines. It is free from ail mineral substances of 
arty kind an 1 character, and everything used in its compo­
sition, is of the vegetable kingdom, many of which are al­
ready highly valued for their healing-qualities.
T h is  S v ru p  is now offered to the public with the Bill 
assurance of the proprietor, that it is perfectly free from all 
substances of a mineral character,containing nothing which 
can in any wav, by its operation upon the disease for which 
it is taken, prove injurious to the other paits of the system, 
being compounded of vegetable substances entirely. It 
operates as a mild earthartic, purging the system from all 
affections caused by impurity of blood, costiveucss, or any 
other obstructions.
Directions for Use.— In cases of Consumption, Diseases 
of the Lungs, and Asthma, the patient should take one table 
spoonful before each meal, and on retiring to rest, and al>-
jVnv S t o r e  a n d  IVew CDoods !
Three liquor dealers in Boston, went to jail on 
Thursday for terms of 10. 15, and 30 days, being un­
able to pay their fines.
The Font and his Money soon ported.—A laboring 
man in Worcester, received $75 for his hard work 
Saturday, got drunk on Sunday, and lost it all before 
Monday.
Cunning Swindling.—At St. Louis a few days ago. 
a dealer in beeswax purchased, tor eighteen cents
<
stain from food and drinks of an exciting nature; also, avoid
ibout 1450 Swine. undue exposure to sudden changes of heat and cold. For ! _________
P r i c e s — Beef Cottle— Extra, §6,50; 1st quality, j Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis and Croup, let the quantity be .
§6 25; 2d do § 5  to 5,50. I increased or diminished according to the age and strength A x * * * .- !
Store Cattle—Sales were not noticed, there being but few ; of the patient. None genuine unless bearing the signature j 7
sales made. - ! of the proprietor, Simeon Montague. Sold wholesale bv
Working Oxen—Sales ranged from §72 to §135. ! RO SS & POOR, Tremont Row, Boston; and bv their
s  L  X ts 3 a  10 W X & X,
A t the Store formerly occupied by J . F . <)' S . Riihardscm, 
AS opened an entire new and general assortment of 
Goods, adapted to the wants of the citizens o f this 
town, consisting of
GOOD s .
O f almost every varictv,—such as superior English and 
American Prints, Alpaccas, Sheetings, Shirtings, Linens*
Flannels, &e. &c.
GROCERIES AND PROVISIONS.
Flour and Corn, Pork, Beef, Lard, Hams, Cheese, Butter,
Eggs ; Molasses, Teas, Coffee, Sugars, Box and Cask Rai­
sins, Tobacco, Soap, Candles,—and other articles too 
numerous to mention.
Gardiner, Nov. 24, 1847. 13tf
N E W  W I N T E R  G O O D S  I
R, CRAWFORD,  T a i l o r ,
One door South of H. Smith's,
AS just received a good supply of B R O A D  C L O T H S y 
C A S  S I M  E R L S ,  S A T I S R T T S ,  A*r -, which wii 
lie made to order at short notice, and in tiie laiest style.— 
Those in want of a first rate Coat, or Pants, W ELL CUT  
and WELL M ADE, will do well to call.
Cutting done at short notice.
Gardiner, Nov. 17, 1847. 17tf
~ s c h o o l  F o i l  u n u * $ 7 ~
1SS MARY A. FREER has opened a school in the 
Vestry of the Congregational Meeting House for 
small Girls and Misses. The Common English Branches 
will be taught,nlso^Freach and Latin if required.
T u it io n — F rom two to four dollars per term.
Gardiner, Nov .22(1, 1847. 18
A T T  E ,V T iO V .
A id , persons indebted to the late firm of VIG OUREUX  & GOI LD, by note or account, are hereby notified to 
call on the subscriber and “ pay over.” immediately, or their 
demands will be placed in other hands for collection..
P. M. VIGOUREUX..
Gardiner, Nov. 26 1847.
A I’e u n y  saved , is T w o  earn ed .
H  . I I . D  E  A  N
AS taken rooms over the store formerly occupied by 
James Stone, one door north of I. Shepard’s, where 
he will be happy to wait on his former customers, and those 
that are in want of any work done in his line. Those that 
are in want of Clothing cut will do well to give him a call, 
as he is always oil hand, and devotes the most o f his time 
to that part of the business. C h il d r e n ’s C l o t h in g  
cut in the latest and most fashionable styles. 17
W a n te d  three or four first rate coat-makers, to whom 
good wages will be given. Also, a number of girls to learn 
to make Vests find Pants, to whom no pains will be spared 
to impart to them a thorough know ledge of the business.—  
All garments warranted to fit if made up by good workmen
I o eb  o f
N HE Copartnership heretofore existing between tha 
L subscribers is this day dissolved by mutual consent, 
a-| All persons having demands against said firm arc requested 
Cotes find Culvesr—Sales noticed at §17,20’ to 28, and j gents in Gardiner, C. P . B r a n c h , A. T . P e r k in s , G .! to present them tor settlement, and all persons indebted to
| M. A t w o o d .
[From the Phil
§45, and one at § 56.
Slueu-—Sales dull. W e notice lots taken at 87c, 1 12 i 
and l 33, and one lot at § 2  75. ^
Swine—Sales of lots to retail at 4 3-4 for sows, and 53-4 j O i l  P C  O f
for harrow s. Old Hogs, fat, 5 l-2c per lb.
N. B.—Market generally very dull to-day for all kinds of 
tcck.
airit of the Times.]
a l l i e s ^ .
dreii, hurried into eternity, through the cul­
pable neglect and fool-hardy obstinacy of one 
man, the captain. He might have anchored 
his vessel and gone ashore in his boat with 
the crew, previous to the 
wind, blowing off the shore 
smooth. For two hundred
last gale, as the 
, made the water 
dollars, he might 
I atn willing toos any assistance. Our provisions and \va-j have been lowed into port, 
ter were all stored in the trunk cabin on deck, concede to this man courage, and to admit in 
save one barrel of water in the run. By the; general, the duty of an officer and crew to 
disaster, both provisions and water were carri-j st:ind by a vessel in cases of some hazard to 
ed overboard, save that below, which it w as, fife • 'L.ai jn this case, it was wrong-to run the 
impossible to get at. Thus We were without j a„d lbr monev to hazard life',—and the 
Pood or drink.— Our only.shelter was one berth captain slated that he owned half the vessel, 
Which remained of t/te cabin on deck, the hold an(j they might as well go together. That 
being full of water.— Three days after, Henry j boy, who was not permitted to leave the ves­
sel, was worth a thousand times the value of
S
the old brig and her cargo of lumber. Had 
he lived his usefulness might have been great 
in the sphere in which he was cabled to move.
Living, us We do in this place, among a 
sea-faring people, who every year lose more 
or less of heir number at sea, and having wit­
nessed the anguish of parents and wives and 
sisters, at the loss of sons and husbands and
Hughes, one of the crew, went on deck, and 
Was never seen afterwards ; he was probably 
washed overboard.
-  Oifi ihe 3d iju-t. We caught water enough 
from rain to last twenty-four hours. From 
that time to the 10th, were totally without 
water or food, and began to feel as if death 
was very near us. Tire gale had lasted S 
days. W e It ad had mvthing to. eat for ten, or 
v© dri«k for six days. W e then began to dis- j brothers, we cun readily imagine the so trow j 
cuss the question of drawing lots to see who which the drowning of”those on hoard the N. 
should suffer death t® .«ave lives of others. It p > Frothingham will cause their friends to ex- 
was agreed that we should use sticks. AY e patience. The sea is hazardous enough at 
drew, and it fell to the lot of an Irishman who best— let not the danger be further increas-
bad shipped at Savannah, calling himself! ec| by unskilful and feck less officers, and by 
Charles Brown, but who had S . D. marked refusing to the crew and opportunity to escape 
on his arm. He was a large athletic m a n , . jn rfie b 01)r 0f peril- Sailors have rights, and 
weighing about 175 or ISO- He alone Was one very important right is, to save their lives, 
armed with a sheath knife, which he drew, by leaving the vessel when justice and liuman- 
and declared he’ ivould plunge it into the heart jty demand it- B.
of the first one who approached to carry out j p  s _ j nolg.c in onc of vour jale papers, 
the fatal chance. Upon this the captain re- j lh;U ejght of lhe crew 0f ,he ncw ship St.
been comilted to jail
_ ____ ________________ _ in refusing logo  to
they were xil near their end. At this moment | gca jn her; becauf;0i as~ ;hCy allege, her cargo
..iiui uimai;. j that eight ol the cre  r
tired to the cabin, saying he would have no- : LoujS) of Porl|and, have 
thing more to do with the affair, thinking that . jn thal cily- for inutinv ]
a boy named Hughie Rose, of Bangor, Wales, wag not properlv sl0wed. 
aged 19, spoke up and said that the youngest, lhe facts jn this* ca?C) bul 
should die first: this free will offering
in
M'lll
,uSe te
sen aC
; tt  was 
about to be accepted by Brown, when Capt. 
Smith thinking that something wrong was 
about to be enacted on deck, seized an adze 
and went up just as the boy was clenched by 
the now desperate Brown, with the intention 
of making him the victim.* At this moment 
the captain says that he felt gifted with ex­
traordinary strength,stepped forward anddrove 
the adze twice into the head of Brown, and 
he fell dead upon the deck.
It was supposed by Capt. Smith, from the 
fact that S, D. was marked upon the arm 
of Brown, that he shipped under an assumed 
name. He was about 35 years old.
After he was dead, the captain bled and 
dressed him. His flesh was partly cut up into 
thin strips, and laid upon the deck to dry. 
But the crew did hanger for food, water being 
their chief desire. His blood was used for 
drink until the morning that they were taken 
off, when about a pint remained, which had 
turned black.
On the morning of the 13th, early, three 
vessels hove in sight, one of which, the brig 
Tampico, Capt. Brown, bound from New Ha­
ven for the West Indies, took off'the three sur­
vivors, viz: \Yrm. Smith, of Biddeford, Ale., 
the captain, Horace Smith, of do., the mate 
Hughie Rose, of Bangor, the bov preserved 
from death by the action of the captain. The 
two former were transferred to the Br. schoon­
er Splendid, and arrived at Philadelphia.
The boy was retained on board the Tam­
pico, the captain promising to take care of him. 
Capt. Smith, states that if Brown had sub­
mitted quietly to his fate, they would not have 
had the heart to have killed him ; but he did 
not think it right thatthe boy, after running 
one chance for his life, should, after all become 
the victim, and he appears to think that he was 
suddenly gifted with strength to save him 
-An idea may be formed of the nearness of 
death to this unfortunate crew, from the fact 
thot the captain’s feet and nails both turned 
black, and his nails have not, as yet, obtained 
thU u atUral color- The blood of Brown, 
probably, saved their lives, as they subsisted 
pn it two whole days.
; e\ TaT04neAs a total loss. She is insured 
al lh,e W Qne office in ibis city, for $ 5 ,000.
rriafivT °^ .-0 1K'xt corrected its statement
It ini-Htidri- t L ",,os',K,n *1* b°v to become the victim,t im-aadcrstood tne Captain. U Wi
the death of tiie bov.
there are no Jews. A Jewish murderer or bur^ 
Unknown,, as is a Jewish beggar.
.Buffalo. Xuv. 25th.—There has been a severe and 
disastrous gale un the upper Lakes.
Five vessels have been wrecked its the late storm, 
and 4fi,GU0 bushels of Wheat been lost.
Specie Relit ning —The Acadia brought out a larg­
er amount of specie than the previous steamer. The 
amount entered at the Custom House is §21.177,— 
The previous steamer brought out but about §7000.
Rival to Tom Thumb.-—A rival to this distinguish­
ed person has made his appearance in Columbus,Ga , 
under the name of Gen. Thompson. He is 20 years 
old, 28 inches high, weighs 30 pounds, and wears a 
beard! Where’s Barnumf
Case of Prime, Ward if- Co—Judge Edmonds has I 
issued an order to commit Messrs. Prime, Ward del 
Co. to prison, in Nevv York City, inclose confine­
ment, until they shall make an assignment.
Whalemen are officially notified by the government j 
o f Brazil, that alter four m onths from sept. 25tli ; 
1817—that is after Jan. 25, 1848—they will not be j 
allowed to enter Brazilian ports where there is no 
Custom House.
Winter in Canada.—Advices from Quebec to the I 
15th ult., are as follows :—“Winter has set in. Our I 
streets are filled with snow, which commenced fall-1 
ing on Saturday last, and cabriolets and sleighs have 
driven from their occupation carts and carriages.”
Calvin Russ, Who was convicted of the mure er of 
his wife, and sentenced to be executed, but had his 
sentence commuted by Governor Young, on account 
ol' his being insane^ has escaped from the State Lun­
atic Asylum at Utica-, and is now at large
NEW  YORK MARKET— Nov. 27, 1847.
Flour and grain steady. Mens Pork, §14,38, sales.
200 bbls lloward street Flour at §6,39. Pennsylvania 
meal §3,34. Jersey, 3,50.
Ashes—§15,75 and 17,75, sellers.
i l1amaa.es.
R. P. N. LYMAN, 53 Commerce street, was cured 
of a total deafness of fifteen years standing, by a few 
flasks of Dr. M cNair’s Acoustic Oil. He had a short time 
before returned from Boston, where he lead spent §75, lmd 
the tonsils of his cars taken out, and many other experi­
ments tried with the faculty, but without success. He had 
<dso spent over §100 in the city, to tin faculty, but was left 
in the same statr 
pair thou 
an I proc
he is cured. 1
them are requested to settle without delay u ills either of the 
subscribers! J. W . CROWELL.
DAN ILL LINCOLN, J k . 
Nov. 13,1847. 17
i f  s t i f f  r  N o t i c e .
I.E persons indebted te the subscribers, by note or nc 
2AY count, are requested to call and “ pay up” immediate 
i ly. If this notice is not heeded, it uiii l e followed by on 
i they “con ’t dodge.” J. & B. STANFO RD,
nov. 19. owUl.'l Ull.l v X\J\J 111 Ult t/Jl> j IW111*IiUIl l > j IMUU rtB1C It, ... — - --------------
ni e when they were tin- High, l ie  then in des-: D EJ O T " U i Q A D !- l ! f N
might lie would try one more tiling before he gave up ,! ' _ ^ ^ “ “ 1 M iO
icurcd a iiask of Dr. McNair’s Accoustic Oil, and j SJ® A a new process—the ligl
I tell thee there is no power 
To part us—but in death.”
In Bbwdoin, Nov. 25th, by Elder C. Quinnam, Mr. 
Pdiiah H. Foster of Topshain, to Miss Elizabeth Briery 
ofBowdoin; Mr. Alvin 15. llaley ot Topshain, to Miss 
Minerva Briery of Bowdoin.
In Augusta, by Rev. W . A. P . Dillingham, Alfred Bick- 
ucll to Miss Sarah Pijsbury, daughter o f William Pilsbury.
In Augusta, 18th inst., by Rev. W . A. P, Dillingham, 
Stephen Richardson of llartlaud, to Miss Harriet B . Mil­
ler.
MiNIATURES,
ht being admitted from a 
sky-light, instead of a side-light, which is objected ‘o 
Sold by ROSS & POOR, 19 'Tremont Row, Boston ;— \ by many on the account of one side of the face being dark, 
and at their agents in Gardiner, G. M. A t w o o d , C. P. j The light is admitted through the roof, which throws tho 
B r a n c h , A. T . P e r k in s . j shades in a most agreeable manner upon the features of tho
—— -----------------------------—— ------———---------------- ! individual sitting.
rikmntOBSiy I  JSyfilO<0§'y• i M r. N . D A Y  has, at considerable expense, fitted up,
FOR COMMON SCHOOLS.
T HE “ First book on Anatomy and Physiology” by Cal­vin Cutter, M. D. embraces, 1. A description of 
the Bones, Muscles, Teeth, Digestive Organs, Lungs, 
Heart, Blood Vessels, Brains, Nerves, Eye, Ear, &e. il­
lustrated by S4 beautiful engravings. 2. It describes the 
usa of the several parts. 3. It contains ample sugges-1 
tions for the preservation of health. 4. It ifives full and
rooms expressly for the business,
OVER U.  C. P O R T E R ’S CROCKERY W A R E STO RE,
In the third story, where he will be pleased to wait tipcn 
the Ladies and Gentlemen of Gardiner and vicinity, arid he 
will endeavor to give the most perfect satisfaction. Minia­
tures set i.i Cases, from §1,50 to § 3. Old Pictures rc-'aki n 
for 75 ets. Miniatures set in Lockets, from § 3 to §12.— 
Also, Portraits, Daguerreotype Pictures and Scenery, copied
; plain directions for the treatment of accidental injuries, as ; 
In Augusta, by Rev. S. Jit Id, Mr. Edmund J . Smith of the recovery of persons apparently drowned, the stoppage j 
Hallowed, to Miss Sarah A. Ames.of Jefferson. j of bleeding vessels, the treatment o f Burns, Wounds, Ac. I
In Readfield-,D>th inst., by N. Gunnison, Mr. Charles . 'This makes it a valuable work f.r families as well as | 
Wing of’ Hallowell, to Miss T. Fificld of R. ! schools.
In East.\Y inthroq, by Rev. Mr. I’ ield of Hallowell,. Mr. I It js used in the Normal Schools and common schools, in I 
Simeon Chase to Miss Jernsha WadsWarth, both ot \ \  . ; more than 100 towns in Mass. It i s . recommended to he j
In Wavne, by Rev. D . Thurston of W inthrop, Mr. C. ; generally introduced iuto tiie District schools by the State!
j I true to the original. All are invited to call and examine for 
themselves, i f f  Entrance at the Post Office— Up Stairs.
Instructions given in the Art, and Apparatus furnished, 
if wanted.
Gardiner, Nov. 17, 1847. 17tf
A. Metcalf to Miss Elizabeth Might, both of Wayne.
In Bloomfield, Nelson P. Litchfield, of Lewiston, to Miss 
Maria Rincs of Skowhegan.
In Livermore, by Rev. R. Blacker, Ilenry B . Bradford 
to Miss Lydia J. Norton.
In Boston, Massachusctt, by Rev. T . D. Cook, James 
M. Hilton of Augusta, to Miss Sarah B. Blacker of Boston.
and County Superintendents of schools in thirty counties of 
New York.
Sold by F. G l a z ie r , J r ., Gardiner; S anborn  A 
C a r t e r , Portland; B. B. M ussey  A Co., Boston; and 
Booksellers generally. Price 38 ets. 19
icntljs.
^ T E W  GOODS just received at CHADW ICK’S , 
an l selling lower than ever.
AH persons indebted will confer a favor by cal i g and 
i settling their bills. i8  nov. 24.
‘ Why o’er the virtuous dea l should mounters weep 1 
The virtuous never truly die—they sleep.”
The Belfast Signal states that Mr. Wm Tilden, off In Hallowell, 20th iist., Mr. Jacob Richards, aged 63 
that town, has an Isabella grape vine, which is about j M*13:
3 0  R oll*  Clsu'gictitigK,
I  THIS day received at CHADW ICK’S , and selling at less prices than ever. Also, a small lot of RUGS, 
nov. 23. er 18
twenty feet high and is left in the open air all the 
year, and from which he this season gathered about 
four bushels of grapes.
A New Orleans paper says that all the beggars in 
that city have suddenly became sick and wounded 
volunteers returned lrotn the battles of Mexico.
The men employed in digging the foundation of 
the new church at Jerusalem had to make their way 
through forty feet of ruins of ancient buildings, before 
they came to solid ground.
The Senate of Vermont have passed the bill, se­
curing to married women the possession and dispo 
sal of property, independent ot their husbands, by a 
vote of IS to 8.
A School-master in Ohio advertises that he will
In Winthrop, Christina Benner, relict of the late Nathan- j 
iel Morton, a native of Middlcbnry, Muss., aged 77. [Plym- j 
outh papers please copy.]
In Vassalboro’, James Rollins, age 1 28.
In New Portland, Rev. Mr. Peabody, aged 81.
In Skowhegan, llhocla Squire, relic of the late Samuel 
Squire, aged 75 years and 5 months.
In Portland, 2()th inst., Capt. John B. Reed, aged 49.
In Waterford, 15th inst., Moses Nelson Jr., son of Moses 
and Margaret Nelson, aged 13 years, 10 months, 8 days
! WHO SHALL TAKE YOUR MINIATURE!
H E N R Y  LAM S ON ,
AVING received a thorough course o f instruction 
from one of tile-best Duguerrcan Artists in the coun­
try, Mr. Morrison,'has at last succeeded in obtaining, and 
fitting up his Rooms, where he maybe found during all hours 
of the day, ready to wait on those who may favor him with 
their patronage. H is rooms arc sufficiently light to enable
keep a Sunday sch ool tw ice  a w eek — Tuesdays and °* ^°*m au-* ffi-dia Ann Hall, 19 mos
I know nothing of 
we all know that 
j very many vessels, especially grain vessels, 
bound to Europe, have been improperly slow­
ed and overloaded, owing to the rapacity of 
men, and their recklessness of seamen’s lives;
and from this cause, the ships have been lost.! Saturdays .
It is notorious, thatthe bark Cactus, wrecked To B e H u n g .—At the late sitting of the Conn j 
back of our place last winter, was stowed im -! " f General Sessions for Darlington Utstnet, S. C.,|
properly, and hence the loss of all on hoard 11!'® H,,n- ,Jud^  Wordlaw, presiding, James Car- j 
1 r / J I - i t  . . lisle was brought to the barcharged with stealing Io t h e r  Is il just amt humane, lo put lh e , n„d se)li„g a slave tlie ^  of p, w .i
crew of the ot. Louis in jail, in i oitland,| p |e()crerj 0| Mailboro’District, to which charge he 
without a proper and impartial examination 
into the truth or falsehood of their statement?
Is this the wav to reward sailors for their ser­
in  Thomaston, 13th inst., wife of Cyrus Winslow, ‘aged ; h»“ tlj execute Miniatures without regard to weather, and 
gQ * j entirely tree from that “dam shade" produced by some side-
In Bangor, 16th inst., Mrs Ann Julson, wife of Rev. J . Bights.
Ricker, of Belfast, ag# 1 28 years and 9 mos. | Specimens executed at Mr. Lamson s Rooms have none
In East Thomaston, 18th 'inst., Josiah 11. llosmer, son of °< t.1,,,se ’dud:,unnatural shades under the chin and nose which 
Anthony llosmer a«ed I t years so invariably characterize pictures taken by a “sky-light.
In Cambridge, Mass. 23J inst!, su ldenly, Charles C., son ! Miniatures set in cases, from §1 50 to §3  00, and oldI pic-
13 A  M  EL R  ’ S
IM P ROV ED PER M ANE NTLY F IN E  BLACK
F or Quills & Metalic I’ens.
7 IjNHIS INK flows freely, and will not corrode nor pre- 
cipitate. Writing executed with it does not fade 
nor become rusty, but increases in in blackness- by age (and 
exposure to tho air, until it becomes of a permanent Jet 
Black color, scarcely equalled and never surpassed. Man­
ufactured nnd for sale wholesale and retail, by S ev. a LL 
B a k e r , Litchfield, Me. Try it. For sale by G. M. At­
w ood , Gardiner. Gw 16
of Mr. John C., and Mary Mars ton, 14 years.
In Somerville, Mass. 22 1 inst,, Clifford Hall youngest
1* R O  13 O fl O P U B L I C O ! !
H .  K .  C H A D W I C K ,
turcs re-taken for 75 cents. Miniatures set in Lockets 
from § 3  00 to §12 00. Also, Portraits, Daguerreotype 
Pictures and Scenery copied true to the original. Just call 
and sec for yourselves. Entrance at the Post Office—up 
stairs. IStf Gardiner, Nov. 24, 1S47.
vices to mankind ? A 
loaded or rotten ship !-
prisoner or an over- 
-Bos. Courier.
Sentences for Selling Li quo vs.
pleaded guilt v. and was sentenced to be hung on c,,me to thc conclusion that lie can get a mouthful while oth- 
Fridnv, the 25th  day or February next. i « * .:irc f  ding a meal, (or ... other words that he can get a
• ’ J J ' : living while otiiers arc getting rich,) would say to all those
G r e a t  F irf. on t h e  P r a i r i e s .— Advices via in favor of getting the 
Fmuisville furnished lamentable intelligence from BEST GOODS for the LEAST MONEY, 
Iow a. A  lire in the prairies w as swept over the I an<1 a Garment, W ELL CU P and W ELL M ADE, that
D isso lu tion .
T HE copartnership heretofore existing, under the style ot DOYEN & W A R E, is dissolved, All persons 
are cautioned against crediting CHA’S E. DOYEN, on 
AYING taken the Store under the Gardiner Hotel, | account of said firm, as I shall not hold myself accounta­
ble for his doings, after this date.
HARTW ELL W ARE.
By E. A. C h a d w ic k , his Att’v. 
Pittston, Nov 12, 1847.
recently occupied as a Hat & Cap Store, and liavii
greater part of Washington county, carrying de- he lias from coarse to fine, and from large to small, which j (jorl, Meal, for sale by 
The loss of property is im- lie will sell from 10 to 25 per cent, less than can be
Corn, Flour, Rye and Neal,
BBLS. Genessee Flour; 25bbls. Extra do. d o .; 
2000bush. Corn; 150 do. Rye; 20 bbls.dried
. . . , . . .  ~ , ------ ....— , .ur sale by JOHN D EN N IS.vastation in Us track. 1 t un-! h o (
T , i nr • • i n  • rnense, and it is feared human life hasalso suffered. I bought elsewhere on the river-—and every article war
Last week at the Municipal Court in Bos-1 0ne n wriles lhat llie ]oss in his immediate to >?c "1,at * represented, 
ton, the following individuals were sentenced neighborhood cannot he less than $50,000. j LX th" /^-Corner of Chur
fni- c-MUmr lin n  nr r n n trn rv  to la w  ; ! "  a,el btrerts> au.l directly under the Gardiner Hotel. Coffee, 30 Boxes II. B. Sugar, 4 do. II. \ \
1 ----  -— . ‘ - -- Epidemic L a w s .— Dr. Nutt, an eminent nhvsi- OCpNew Goods received weekly, to keep the assortment! Cnlia do., 5 do. Portland Sugar House do
-----  . . .  - ' J I ........ 19tf
i ranted ; .  N o t a s s e s ,  C o ffe r  T e a ,  S u g a r *
@ HMDS. Molussos, 125 Chests anfl Half Chests
rch and ■ i  Tea, 65 Bags Porto Cakello, Rio and Cape
Brown who proposed
Geo. While, S100, or 15 days common jail; ! ' T o i i ” ' ’ .... . rf 7  eomplct
John Bridge,.S 100, oi 10 davs common jail ,; t|iat ,j|e Yellow Fever and other epidemic diseases, 
Jeremiah Hayes, 1st count, feTO, or 15 days are governed by fixed laws. They have, he main- 
common jail. All committed, being unable | tains hut a limited time allotted to them, w iiicli is 
or unwilling to pay the above tines, which usually six or eight weeks. The Yellow Fever, he 
were imposed. Also, Ezra H. Haywood, §20 j says, has ceased in New Orleans without frost, 
and cost; Leonard Harris, fined $20; Daniel i,ntj <n «be tropics it follows the same law without 
B. Hilliard, & Benjamin A. Patten, fined each re- ard 10 weather-
Magnetic T elegraph.—An Havana paper of
D A N C IN G  S C H O O L !
AoI T&OCX,
i
do., 15 bbls. 
., 1 hhd. Porto 
Rico do., 3 bids, crushed do. 30 boxes Ground Spices, 50 
do. Tobacco, 20 kegs Raisins, 35boxes do., 25 half do. do., 
20 quarter do. do., 5 Tierces Rice, fer sale by 
nov. 24. JOHN D E N N IS.
$40 and cost.
Such are the doings of the court in two days. 
W e regret that measures like the above must 
he resorted to, but if men, in this age, know­
ing as they must the baneful consequences of
B Y particular request will open a School at the Colibos- see House Hail, for the instruction of LaJies and 
Gentlemen in dancing Cotillions, Waltzes, Gallopades, Ac. 
For particulars enquire of II. K. Chadwick.
N. B. The School will commence as soon as a sufficient 
the 27th ult., c la im s the honor o f  tiie d iscovery  ofj number of pupils can he obtained. Refer to Henry Smith 
the electric  telegraph for a Spaniard, Don F ra n c is - I an • _l’axter Bowman, Gardiner. Geo. H . Robinson and E. 
co Sab ia, w ho is stated to have read a paper on th e  I * ha'hwck, Pittston.
subject before the Academy of Sciences at Bar­
celona, about the end the last century; and that
Gardiner. Dec. 2d, 1847. 19
the traffic in ardent spirits, will persist in con- ! |,,s j,ieu uaa experimented upon successfully in 
tinuing it. and that too, in violation of law, we ■ the presence of the Princeof Peace, on the 27th 
say punish them as other criminals. If fines ol November, 179G.
will accomplish the desired end, and cause; G e n e r o u s . — The Sons of Temperance of Nash- 
them to renounce the nefarious calling, let viile appropriated $ 500 for the reliefof tiie stiHer-
fines be imposed ; if, as we believe in loo ers hv the recent explosion in that city. I lie mnn-
raanv instances that fines are of no avail, then e>’ ,'a1(1 he1eI’ set aParl]° de[rM ' he expenses of a 
take more stringent measures, regard them as ^  ^lebrat.on and public darner; hut they!
“ ’ ° preferred, in accordance with that great fundament-:
criminals, and place them in the penitentiary. 
They  disregard the peace of society, and do 
not respect the laws necessary to the safety of 
community, hut live in their daily violation. 
How then, can they be good citizens, worthy 
members of Society? Surely they aro not, 
and it is proper to treat them, as we do those
Kennebec k  Portland Rail Hoad.
N OTICE L hereby given that further assessments, of five dollars each, have been made upon each share sub­
scribed for in the Capital Stock of the K e n n e b e c  and  
P o r t l a n d  R a il r o a d  C o m pa n y , and tliat tho same will 
be due and payable as follows:—
The Fourth and Fifth assessments, Jan. 1, 1848.
The Sixth and Seventh do. Feb. 1,1848.
Thc-Eighth do, March 1, 1848.
The Ninth and Tenth do. April 1, 1848.
By order of President and Directors.
JOSEPH M’KEEN, Treas. 
Brunswick, Nov. 24, 1847. 1.9 3wal principle of their organization which commands! them to relieve the distressed, to abandon the din­
ner, and bestow the money upon tins more worthy ; 
object.
T ’was twilight. The sun had sunk behind the
western hills, and the bright rays w hich streaked tan, freckles, sun burn, blotches and redness from the ski 
the eastern horizon had disappeared. A lovelv I and produces a beautiful hue; and it is the only cosmetic a 
who break the laws and disregard the welfare N e m a fe , w h o  had been but one short w eek a bride, lady should use at her toilette. In consequence of its great
of society in other respects. Rank them among f
FrcckSe W a*ls.
HE unrivalled article that lias obtained such great de­
mand throughout the country, can he had only genu­
ine at 19 'IVemont Row. It removes, as if by magic, all
hind beet, led to the hvm'enial altar with lively an- l,' ,f?,,U,ri,-v’ ‘’adventurers” start into the field; with ]Wimi- 
. . .  t c .  e . • , , . tations; and the onlv tilace to obtain this instlv called “wa-
thieves, incendiaries and the like, and place I tlc|Pa,1ons 0 l V. __r?. _.r__ \ ’ m.. ln, a ,sec 11 e<, tor ot Beauty, as above, is of ROSS & POOR, 19 Tre-
. . . , • . > ,  apartment with Iter husband. She slowly moved inont Row, Boston, an 1 at their Agents in Gardiner, A. T.
them among them within the precincts ol the | her nymph-like form nearer to the partner o f  her Perkins, G. M. Atwood, C. P. Branch. 19 
This might be called an unjust pro-! bosom—closed her delicate handprison
: cedure, but to it we must come at last. his face tcilh the dishcloth!
-anil—slapped UNIONS. 100 bushels Onions, For sale In-
JOHN D EN N IS.
i ■!. B A I U i Y
[ OULD inform his old customers and the public, iiv 
general, that he lias now on hand and is receiving 
one of the best selected stocks of
&  W Y  r ©  & Q Q & ®
Ever offered in this town. He would invite all to call and 
examine his stock before purchasing.
Gardiner, Nov. 10, 1847. IGif
A S lm le iR  W a n ted .
OCTOR MORTON could give a young man, with a 
good English education, a first rate chance to study 
the Botanic or Thomsonian system of practice; also, Ma. 
teria Medica, Pharmacy, An. tomy, Surgery, and Obstetrics, 
lie  has a good and well selected library of medical works 
on thc Aleopathie, Hydropathic, and Botanic or Thomsonian 
systems of practice—with a good Skeleton, Atlases, &c.—  
lie  would like to take a student and? give him a chance to 
work his board and tuition by tending a Medicine Store, pre­
paring and compounding medicines, &c., under his direction. 
None need apply without they are well recommended.
Gardiner, Nov. 10, 1847. J6
M U F  F S ! M U F F S ! !
At th 3 Stare of Great Bargains!
4 L \ A N F S 1IATHAM AY would lesj.ectfully inform
the inhabitants of Gardjner, that he has recentlv fitterl 
up a  Store, two doors below H e n r y  S m it h ’s, and’ nearly 
opposite the Gardiner Rank, where lie offers to the public a 
large and beautiful assortment of
H A T S ,  C A P S , F U R S , B U F F A L O  R O B E S , UM­
B R E L L A S ,  T R U N K S , B U F F A L O  A N D  
F U R  C O A T S , 4-c. 4-c.
ITc would particularly call the attention of the Ladies to 
his large stock of M u lls ; they are the richest and most 
beautiful ever offered in this market. Also, a large assort­
ment of Boas, F u r Trim m ings, Swan’s Down, 
&r. As the subscriber paid cash fur his Goods, he bought 
them extremely low; and will sell them at prices that will 
defy competition. 15 Nov 4.
OF 1. MORI ON has this (lay received a new supply 
of Chapin’s and Bartlett’s Improved Abdominal 
Supporters and Shoulder Braces for Ladies and Gentlemen, 
which lie sells very low tor rash. Those wishing to pur­
chase had better call quick, whilst there is a good assort­
ment, for they are in great demand.
He would also take this opportunity to sav that he has 
lately moved to the white cottage house nearly opposite his 
old stand, second house from the Temperance House on 
Brunswick street, where he is ready to attend to all calls in 
his profession, as Physician and Surgeon, and all kinds of 
Dentistry, with the exception of setting teeth on gold plate.
Gardiner, Nov. 4 ,1847, 15
T w e n t y  € * I r ! s  W a n t e d .
^ S 7 A N T E D  immediately, 16 SACK COAT MAKERS
v v  and 4 good COAT M AKERS, to whom constant 
employment an I tho highest wages will be given. Apply 
to L. il. LOW ELL, \\ aterStreet. Rooms over Parks Si 
Bailey’s store. tt Nov. 4
Gardinsr Msciiaiiis’s Association,
The regular meetings of the Association will be held at 
their Hall, every Monday evening, at 6 1-2 o’clock.
15 H. R. R o g e r s , Secretary.
IUCK W HEAT FLOUR— in Barrels, Half Barrels 
> and Bags, for sale by JOHN D ENN IS.
F o rk . liSini & Cl»ees<\
Bbls. Clear & Mess Pork ; 3500 lbs. Boston &
Western Lard; 10500 lbs. Prime New York 
Cheese. For sale by JOHN DENNIS.
nil, Soap, Condies and Fish.
TS BBLS. Bleached \ \  inter \V hale O il; 3 do. Sperm ;
.ML 3 25 Boxes No. 1, and Family Soap; 20 do Mould 
Candles; 200 (pis. Cod and Pollock Fish; 21 bbls. Mack­
erel ; 5 half bbls. No. 1 do, For sale l>v 
Nov. 2 2 . ______________JOHN D E N N IS.
A N EW  ILLUSTRATED PERIODICAL
F O R  G I R L S  A N D  R O Y S.
F in H E  New Miscellany for Girls and Bovs; ora  Com- 
-bL [ranion for Leisure Hours, Edited bv Miss Cornelia 
Tuthill. To be published in Monthly parts, each containing 
thirty-two handsomely printed pages; Illustrated by a large 
Frontispiece, an 1 numerous small Engravings.
Each number will lie complete in itself, forming a distinct 
and sepaiate book, and w ill contain an original Story, two 
original Poems, and other miscellaneous matter, as below.
The contents of the Miscellany during the year will lie 
comprised under the follow ing departments, and others which 
may present themselves during the progress of the work.
Thc Original Matter will consist of Stories. Poetry, Epis­
tolary Contributions, Biography, Plants, and the mode of 
cultivating them, Translations from the French, Italian and 
German, Hints about Schools, and the inodes of Study, A- 
bridgeinents from valuable Y\ orks, Charades, Conundrums,
Games, Domestic Employments, Notices of Books for the 
Young. Selected Matter— French and Italian Prose and 
Poetry, with partial Translations to assist Beginners, Im- j 
portaut Facts in Science and History, Philosophical Ex- i
peri incuts, Anecdotes, Discoveries and Inventions, Mathe- I save cost. All demands not eeuied at the above time will 
matical Problems. Price 12 1-2 cents per numlter, or §1,50 i lx* left with an attorney for cojlution. 
eraiH .in . WM. PALMER, Ageittfor Gardiner. I NoY* L 15tf G.’W , LOW ELL,
N e a r l y  o p p o s it e  t h e  G a r d i n e r  H o t e l  (r
on thc F ir s t  F x.oo r , can be found a good assortment of
C R O C K E R Y
FOR SALE CHEA P FOP. T H E  CASH BV
£N >  F Q &  T J E J M - ;
J Y o t i c e .
ALL person? indebted to the Subscriber, by Note or Ac­count. arc requested to call and pav the same without 
delay, JAM ES STONE.
Gardiner, Oct. 20, 1847. 13
K ili or  C u re .— IVOTI0K.
A LL persons indebted to me by note, or account( are re; 
. U.. ([nested to pay the same by Nov, 25th, if th ew ish  to
T H E  C OL D W A T E E  F O U N T A I N  A N D  G A R D I N E R  N E  II S -  L E T T E R •
POET’S CORNER.
LIGHT IN D A R K N E SS.
BY MISS PHCEBE DARY.
Did we think of the light and sunshine, 
Of the blessings left us still,
When we sit and ponder darkly 
And blindly o’er life’s ill,
How should Ive dispel the shadows,
O f still and dark dispair,
And lessen the weight of anguish 
Which every heart must hear!
N E W  S T O R E !  A N D  N E W  G O O D S !
W A T E R
The clouds may rest on the present,
And sorrow on the days that are gone, 
But no night is so utterly cheerless,
That we may not look for the dawn; 
And there is no human being,
With so wholly dark a lot,
But the heart, by turning the picture, 
May find some sunny spot.
For as in the days of winter,
When the snow drifts whiten the hill, 
Some birds in the air will flutter,
And warble to cheer us still;
So, if we would hark to the music, 
Some hope with a starry wing,
In the days of our darkest sorrow,
W ill sit in our hearts and sing.
THE FOUR AGES OF THOUGHT.
What is thought'?
In childhood—an imperfect gleam,
A summer bower, a moonlight dream; 
Glimpses of some far shining stream, 
A rosy wreath, the blessed beam
* That dwells in mothers’ eyes.
In youth— an urn brimm’d with delight, 
Sweet thronging fantasies of light,
Meek eyes with love’s own radiance bright 
Soft music of a summer night,
Hope budding into joy.
In manhood—a benighted shore 
With wrecks of bliss all scatter’d o’er, 
Dark swelling doubts, fears scorn’d before, 
A spirit wither’d at the core—
A sea of storm and strife.
In age—a calm, undazzled eve,
Living in worlds of memory; 
Low-breathed thanks for love on high, 
A patient longing for the sigh 
That w afts it into rest.
SA D N E SS.
The halcyon hangs o’er ocean 
The sea-lark skims the brine; 
The bright world’s all in motion, 
No heart seems sad but mine.
To walk through sunbright places, 
With heart all cold the w hile; 
To look in smiling faces,
When we no more can smile;
To feel, while earth and heaven 
Around thee shine w ith bliss, 
To thee no light is given—
Oh, what a doom is this!
S E L E C T E D .
Linens, Sheetings, Shawls, Cloakings, Cashmere Plaids,
Cashmeres, Ginghams, Aipacca, De Laines, Siik Scarfs,
Gala Plaids, 
Flannels, &c.
19. DRY GOODS, which will be sold very low. 3w l7
BOOK AND JOB PRINTING
—  N E A T L Y  E X E C U T E D  A T  T H E ---
v£olb illatcr jfcmntain ©fficc.
1 1 2 1 . J .  A .  J A C K S O N ,
PHYSICIAN & SURGEON,
O ffice  over G. B a r k e r ’s S tore,
P I T  T  S T  O N , M E . 48
Circulars, 
Catalogues, 
T own Orders 
Invitations, 
L abels,
I'Hand B ills, 
B lanks, 
N otices, 
Cards, 
Ha tT ips, &c.
Particular attenion paid to the printing of Constitutions, 
Blanks, &c., for “ Divisions” and“ Unions.”
The Clothing Establishment in Boston IF  OR years the first and only House w hich has adhered
SMS. J .  S3. W E B B  K B ,
G A R D IN E R , M E .
Full sets of Teeth inserted upon the most improved plan, 
and sufficient time given to test them before any pay is re- 
bidred. 41tf
F o s te r ’s M o u n t a i n  C o m p o u n d
B O T A N I C  M E D I C I N E S .
S> r  . I S . .  fM O  IS  T  O  JS*
W O U L D  take this opportunity to inform the friends ol Medical Reform, and the public generally m G aidi­
ner and the surrounding country, that he lias again peima  
nentlv located him self in said town, and opened a  to oi e o
E N O C H  M A R S H A L L ,
G A R D I N E R .  ( M e .)
{jrj-AH business forwarded by mail or otherwise, prompt- 
a ttendpd to. 40 tf
to that popular system ol L ow  P r ic e s  for G E N  
T L E M E N ’S  C L O T H IN G ,  is that widely known and 
universally celebrated Clothing emporium,
OAK IIA L L ,—Geo. W . Simmons, P roprietor.
The excellence of the plan which he originally designed, 
and which has been by him so successfully prosecuted, is 
not only appreciated by the public, but, to some extent, ap­
proved by the Trade,—at least so far as their imitations 
lately introduced give evidence of their approbation of the 
only-true and perfect system, which ensures to buyers every 
description of Gentlemen’s Clothing, at the Lowest Scale oj 
Prices! The elegant display of Goods at S i m m o n s ’ OAK 
HALL, embracing the latest importations from London and 
Paris, are manufactured under his own superintendence and | I R O N ,  
direction, and affords to Gentlemen who woald save upon 
old prices, full 30 to 40 per cent, in the purchase of a good 
Suit of Clothes, well cut and well made, a complete oppor­
tunity of selecting from the largest stock of every variety of
E L E G A N T  C LO TH ING  fy D RESS GOODS
Now in the United States!
And which may be had by citizens and strangers,— in addi­
tion to a superb assortment of 
C H I  L D  R E N ’ S  C L O T H I N G ,
At lower rates than can be purchased at any other estab­
lishment on the face of the Globe, at p r ic e s  l e s s  than 
ever before offered, even at SIM M ONS’.
P. S .—Wholesale Traders, look to this:—Thousands of 
dozens of
C O A T S , P A N T S ,  V E S T S ,  A N D  F U R N IS H ­
IN G  G O O D S— C H E A P !
Entrance at No. 32, OAK HALL— Nos. 32, 34, 36, and 
38, Ann Street, near the head of Merchants’ Row,
3m l6 B O S T O N .
N E W  GJ O O D  ST
W  .  D I C K E Y ,
DEPUTY S HE R I F F ,
G A R D IN E R , Kennebec Co., Me. 
N . B .— Business by mail promptly attended to.
B E 3 B Y  F .  D i ¥  &  C o 7 f
---------I M P O R T E R S  o f --------
HARDWARE & CUTLERY,
-------- A S D  D E A L E R S  I N  ------
Crockery, Glass & China Ware,
S T E E L ,  N A I L S
D ay's  N ew  Block, corner o f  B ridge  <f- Summer S ts ., 
Near the Flour Mills,— GARDINER, M e . 
H E N R Y  F .  DAY, 36 JAS.  P.  H ITC HCO CK .
SEEM S to lie the only  article for the Hair in which the public has placed implicit confidence. Its “ powerful 
tonic”  and peculiar efficacy in the reproduction of the hair 
aside from its virtues in giving richness and a lasting mois­
ture longer than any thing else can, giving it the precedence 
with both Ladies and Gentlemen over every other article 
heretofore invented for the toilet.
In first bringing this Compound before the public, the 
proprietor rejected all substances or agents dry ing, heatine 
or deleterious in their composition, and labored assiduously 
to conjoin in it those medicinal materials w hich his thoi- 
ou°ii experience for mnnv years has tested, and which many 
medical gentlemen have pronouced the most tcnical, m cllim t 
and effective in the preservation and reproduction o f the 
Hair.
After surmounting many difficulties he has been suc­
cessful in making this Compound highly useful and advan­
tageous to all persons, by combining in it two intrinsic qual-
ities__first the power of restoration of wanted vitality to
diseased skin of the head; and secondly to its concomitant 
appendage t h e  h a i r  preservation and strength to the 
roots, and to its texture beauty, richness, and a lasting 
moisture. H e n c e  it s  in v a l u a b l e n e s s  f o r  l a d i e s ’ 
d r e s s in g . Dandruff, too, that unhealthy excrescence, is 
speedily dissipated by the use ot this Compound.
Many flattering approvals of this Compound have been 
given by men of distinguished w’orth. In a lettei fioin D i . 
Sami. Noyes of New Haven, Conn., he says “ I think it is 
the best preparation for the hair that I have seen, and shall 
recommend it as such.”
Mr. A. L. Brooks, of Lowell, M ass., gives it as his 
opinion after using it in his family for some time, that it “ is 
the best article for the hair ever got out in this section of 
the country.”
{ ^ P u r c h a s e r s  m u st  a l w a y s  a sk  f o r  F o s t e r ’s 
M o u n t a in  C o m po u n d . 3m5
Sold by G. M. A TW O O D , Gardiner.
with a very large assortment, more so than any other estab  
lishment on Kennebec R iver, of both sim ples and com ­
pounds, where he can supply both Physicians and countiy 
traders; also individuals who w ish to purchase tor then 
own use, all o f w hich he will sell as low', or low er, than can 
be bought at any other establishment on the r iver, 01 in the
State. .
IV B .— D r . M o r t o n  intends to keep constantly on 
hand all kinds o f  B O T A N I C  M E D I C I N E S  that arc 
kept in auv Druggist Store, except those o f  a poisonous na­
ture, narcotics, & c., for he goes on the “ no poison pm ici- 
ple. I f  you wish to buy p o is o n s  to K IL L , go to some 
other place; but if  to cure your m aladies, aches and pains,
CO ME TO T H I S  P L A C E ,  .
QC^First D oor H a s t o f  d a y ’s B r ic k  B lo c k ,=£$
N e a r  th e  G r N t  M i l l . ' . . .  W a t e r  S t .
Gardiner, August 13, 1847. 3tf _____
T ested  by th e  ex p erien ce  o f  T h o u san d s  fo r 20 
Y e a rs  p a s t ! !
T h s  V e g 3t a b l3 P u lm o n a ry  B a lsam .
H A S  proved itself the best Remedial 
A  (rent knowm for Coughs, Colds, Con
1) 11 . TOWASEiMj’s  SARS.il'aiulLI,
T I I E  M O S T  E X T R A S )  R E I N  A R Y  M E D IC IN E  ;v 
T H E  W O R L D .
N U y p H U ^ -su m p tio n s , Asthm a, Phthisic, Spitting of 
Pii A8l r U loo(l’ W hooping cough, and all Pulu on- 
(j^N /re p>rv Affections, D iseases o f the Lungs
and can be shown from the testi- 
mony o f  die most respectable Physicians 
l% -J 'C04 a"'j others, who are enfitled to tile most 
^^hensfunqucstionabie belief. After having tried 
. m a n y  new preparations, without find-
ino- the expected relief, multitudes are compelled to return 
to” the V e g e t a b l e  P u l m o n a r y  B a l s a m , which they 
acknowledge to be, after all, the best remedy known forth' 
above complaints.
jBeware o f  Counterfeits and imitations such ns Carter s Cor.- 
pound P ulm onary B alsam , Am erican P u lm onary  B alsam , 
and others in part bearing the name ! Enquire for the ar­
ticle bv its whole name, the “ V e g e t a b l e  P u l m o n a r y  
B a l s a m , ”  and see that it has the written signature ot W m  
J m ’n Cutler, upon a yellow label oil the blue wrappers.—  
Each bottle and seal is stamped ‘Vegetable Pulmonary Bal-
j o h . j  . m . » s n 8 t s a ,
TH0MS0NIAN BOTANIC PHYSICIAN,
Office in the new block, Corner of Water and Bruns­
wick streets; Residence on Chestnut street, 
near Washington street.
29 G A R D I N E R ,  M A I N E .
V  IS A  W  F  O  K  B  ,
& £ ! ■ ! >  Q> ®  $
27
Tv'o doors above Parks & Bailey's Store, 
Water Street,— G A R D IN E R .
The M orning o f  Life.
Dow Jr. describes life at twenty in the fol­
lowing unique manner :
“Friends, at twenty we are wild as par­
tridges. There’s no such thing as taming us; 
we ride that fierce, fiery, and headstrong ani­
mal, Passion, over fences, ditches, hedges, 
on to the devil—leap the five barrel gate of 
reason without touching the curb of discretion 
or pulling harder than a tit-mouse upon the 
strong rein of judgement. 0 , at twenty you 
are perfect locomotives, going at the rate of 
sixty miles an hour; your heart the boiler,
t h e  b e s t  s e l e c t e d  a n d r ic h e s t  stock  of
IP  R Y  ( Z O O M !  ®
Ever offered in this town, just received at
i r *  ®©
And selling a t l e s s  p r ic e s  than elsewhere.
------ c o n sis t in g  in  p a r t  o f------
B R O A D C L O T H S .—Black, blue-black, blue and brown French, English and American Broadcloths 
Doeskins, Cassimeres and Satinetts, w hich w ere purchased 
for cash, and can and will be sold less than can be bought 
elsewhere.
C L O A K  G O O D S .—Thibets of all colors—Silk, and 
cotton warp Alpaccas, Queens Cloth, Pekin Orths, Lama 
Cloths, Lyonese Cloths, Indianas, Gala & Rob-Roy Plaids.
D R E S S  G O O D S .—The richest lot of .Silks ever of­
fered in this town, Oregon and Mohair Plaids, Cashmeres,
g ' g & w ®  p e s s ’g i ?
FO R SALE OR TO LET, BY  
G . M . A T W O O D
jVledzciaics.
C. P .  B R A N C H , Apothecary,
WATER STREET, GARDINER,
AS just received a full supply of Drugs, Medi­
cines, Chemicals, Patent Medicines, Perfumery, 
Brushes, Fancy Articles, &c. &c., which are offered very 
low for cash. 14
Octobar, 25, 1847.
H '
H E A L T H  1 I N S U R A N C E . ~ j “ m
T HE subscriber gives notice, tliat he has received the : &appointment of Agent of the Massachusetts Health In- j Paint: , _
surance Company, and now offers to the public his services ! and sold bv Druggists a u i country merchants generally.—  
in that capacity/ I For particulars and recommendations enquire for a pamph-
This company proposes to insure the health o f persons let accompanying each bottle. Price 59 cents. For sale 
" ages of 20 and 65 inclusive, at the lowest rates | in Gardiner by C. P . B r a n c h  ; PI. S m it h  ; A . L  P e r - 
and for a term of from one j k in s  ; G. M. A t w o o d . 3m l3between theconsistent with its permanency, 
o five years, as mav be desired by the assured. It is lo­
cated fa the city of'Boston, with a capital of 50,009 dollars, 
and a Board of officers, whose character at once secures to 
it the confidence ot the public.
M ol m s  to  etc' s  I V e rm ifu g e ,
T h i s  rem edy for w orm s is one ot the m ost ex trao rd in a ry
------------------  , . { ever used. It effectually eradicates worms o f  every sort,
Application for insurance can be made at all times to the j for clliklren an(] afju]ts . "
subscriber at bis Office hi Gardiner; where he will ba happy j T H O U S A N D S  perish by worms without the real cause 
also to give any information concerning the mtstiution, its i jjejn„ known. Som e other reason is assigned for their s ick -
minciples, & c.jhe mav be possessed of, to those who may 
desire it. GEORGE W . BA CH ELD ER.
Gardiner, August 18, 1847. 4tf
Officers o f the Mass. Health Ins. Co.:
T hom as  T a r s e l l , Pres’t, A. L. S t im so n , See’y. 
Directors:
W m. A. Brown,
C. W . Loring,
E . R. Clarke,
Seth Adams,
E . P. Whipple,
James French,
Calvin Shepherd.
Thomas Tarbell, 
Holmes Hinklev, 
J. PI. Wilkins,' 
Uriel Cooper, 
Otis Tufts,
E. A. Hobart, 
Luther Munn,
Horace Williams, 
Thos. W . Hooper, 
D ext’r Brigham Jr. ; 
W in. A. Pierpont, i 
Moses Kimball, 
John H . Rogers,
F a l l  a n d  W in t e r  C a m p a ig n !
K O A ltD lf t t t  SiWlJ.Aii.
P e r m a n e n t  and T r a n s ie n t  Boarding 
by C a p t . C H A F P E N  V A R N U M , in 
jsfsG vjlt D A Y ’S  B L O C K ,  corner of Bridge and 
U 8 1 1 ‘j/iSt Summer streets—a short distance from the
____ ____ ____ Gardiner Flour Mills. Those wishing
DeLaines, Striped and Plaid Alpaccas, Alepines, Ging- Peasant situation, and a good boarding house, will do well 
hams, Prints— (the cheapest in town.)
F L A N N E L S .— Twilled and Plain Red, Plain & F ig’d 
Red, Orange and White Wool Flannels, Plain and Figur’d 
Cotton do., Blankets.
S H A W L S .—The most in quantity and best in quality, 
such as Cashmere Shawls,from the best all wool at $05,09
love the steam, which you sometimes blow off; Q imitation do., Plaids, Black Silk, linbet,
J i Pn Urn Nctf Rrnebe Cololka, e t B och  tton and Wool Plaids, &c. 
in sighs, and hope, fear anxiety and jealousy, j Brown and Bleached Sheetings, (a good article for 6 1-4 
,  . • i * . . i . c ! cents per yd.,) Shirtings and Drillings, striped Shirtings,
are the tiain YOU dia£T. At this t-eason o f  'Tickings, Denims, all kinds of Linen Goods, Bleached andyou rag. t tnis seas  
life, you are filled with the exhilerating gas of 
romance, by spells— even a jackass philoso­
phising over a barrel of vinegar. You (both 
boys and girls) now read novels till your giz- 
ards have softened into perfect jelly, and set­
tle into the very pit of your stomach, O, I 
know how you feel ! you feel as though you 
would like to sore from star to star! kick lit­
tle plants aside, take crazy comets by their 
blazing hair, and pull them into their right 
courses, sit upon highest peak of the thun- 
er-cloud and dangle the red lightning be­
tween your thumb and fingers, as a watch 
chain, and then dive into the golden sunset 
sea and sport with the celestial syrens, speed 
on, pull the nose of the man in the moon,
ransack all creation, knock a few panes out of | Brick Store,directly
1 j (jrardiner, Oct, I d,
the windows of heaven, ami then flutter down
as gentle as a breeze and find the darling 
object of your love rnendingslocki'ngs ! That’s 
how you feel.”
io call.
Gardiner, Oct. 13, 1847. 12tf
brown Table Cloths, colored do., Bonnet Ribbons, Laces 
and Lace Edgings, Satins, Vestings, Copper-plates, White 
and coi’d Cambrics, Muslins, Nankins, Roan Cassimeres, 
Petticoat Robes, Silk Velvet, Cotton do., Carpet Bags, 
Tailors’ Trimmings, Purse Twist,Trimmings, Steel Beads, 
Burlaps, Wadding, Band Boxes, Moreens, Mitts, Gloves 
and Hosiery, Crape, Napkins, Doilies, Diaper and crash 
cloak, dress and curtain Fringes, Gimps, Selicias, Siik  
Linen and cotton Pocket & Neck Hdkfs., curtain Tassels, 
Scarfs, Looking Glasses— (a complete assortment al­
ways on hand.)
tip  stairs, 1 have opened a C a r p e t R oom , where I 
have a complete assortment of A L L  W O O L  C A R P E T ­
I N G S ,  from the very lowest priced to Extra Super, to­
gether with Oil or Painted Carpetings, all widths, which 
were purchased of the manufacturers for “ cash down,” and 
w ill be sold for less prices than they can lie bought for else- 
where in the Stale. Also— Cotton & W ool, Cotton, and 
Straw Carpetings, and Rugs.
P A I N T E D  W I N D O W  C U R T A IN S .— I am agent 
for the manufacturer of the above named article, and can 
therefore sell them lower than those who receive them from 
second hands.
All the above named Goods will be sold very low for 
cash, as I shall sell off and close the concern next season.
N . K. CHADW ICK, 
opposite the Gardiner (Armstrong’s) Hotel. 
1847. 12tf
P  !> A S T  F K © F P  A  K B S .
T HE public are informed that a New Plaster Mill has been erected in Gardiner, near the Lower Bridge, with 
improved machinery, by means of which Ground P laster 
can be afforded at a much lower price than heretofore.— 
Piaster of the best quality kept constantly on nand, ground 
at 20 cents per bushel. By JO SIAH  M AXCY.
§d“ Enquire at the Plaster Mill, or Grist Mill opposite. 
Gardiner, Oct. 1, 1847. 3mll
NEW FURNITURE ESTABLISHMENT 
E m
.1 0  §  §1 U A  J  A  E  S & C o . ,
E SPE C T FU L LY  announce to the citizens of Gardi-R
ROOM in Tarbox’s Building, next door to  C. W i l s o n ’s , 
where they offer for sale a new an I select assortment of 
F urn itu re , C hairs, and Looking-G lasses, 
Which they will  sell as low  as can be purchased on the 
river. Their stock comprises almost every variety of style 
and pattern, and those intending io purchase will  find it to 
their advantage to give them a call before purchasing else­
where.
N . B. Furniture made and repaired, and all kinds of job 
work in their line done to order, at the Manufactory of J. 
J o n es , opposite the Woollen Factory.
Gardiner, Oct 1 ,1847 . lOtf
r%rciu M ode o f  in s u r a n c e .
GARDINER CHEAP STORE.
I ?  © ®  @  £8? -Hi
J J A V E  fitted up the Store directly opposite A. G. D i-
An eminent French prelate, being about t<y 
visit America in one of the transient vessels 
at that time sailing from Portsmouth, to Eng­
land, having heard while in that city that an 
intelligent American gentleman, conversant 
with the affairs of his country, had lodgings 
at an inn near them, resolved to seek him out 
and to ask the favor of a letter from him to 
some of his influential countrymen. They 
waited on him for the purpose, and preferred 
their request. The American heard them 
through, but was observed to manifest some 
perturbation before they'had finished. When 
they had concluded, he said: ‘Gentlemen, I 
should be glad to comply with your desire; 
but I am probably the only American resident 
on this side of the Atlantic whose letters 
would not insure you courtsey and kindness 
from my countrymen.’ The French gentle­
man, (one of them the Bishop of Auton, if 
we remember rightly,) too courteous to ask 
why this should be the case, politely withdrew 
from the apartment— That American was 
Benedict Arnold the Traitor!
v is ’ Hat Store, anil one floor above Franklin Bank, 
| where tliev have one ot the largest stocks of
W . I . &  D R Y  G O O D S
T HE Unlersiguefl having been appointed an Agent of the A t la n t ic  M u tu a l OfYice, Exeter, N. l l . , i s
Ever offered on the Kennebec, and will sell them as cheap
prepared to receive applications for Insurance. The risks 
are divided into four classes, to w it:—
The First class consists o f Farmer’s Property;
The Second class consists of Village Dwelling Houses;
The Thir l class consists of Stores, Merchandise, & c.;
The Fourth class consists of Hazardous Property.
Each class is liable for its own losses, and safe kind of 
property is not mixed up with that which is hazardous.—  
This mode of Insurance combines fo u r  offices under one
f* ; charter, but will be attended with the expense of but one
Office. This is the only equitable mode of Mutual Insur­
ance. W M . PALM ER, Agent.
Gardiner, Oct. 10, 1847. 13
Cheap ! Cheap !! Cheap !!!
T. W. TOW NSEND,
H AVING taken the Store formerly occupied by' Ray Thompson & Co., nearly opposite B . Esmond,’ offers 
of Gardiner a variety of Merchandise,
as can be bought in the State.
On our first floor we have the richest stock of Dry 
Goods in town—consisting in part of the following:
P R I N T S —The cheapest and richest stock of French,
English and American Prints ever offered iu this town.—
Copper-plates of all styles; cheap Cotton Flannel, bleached 
and unbleached; Bleached Sheetings; Brown Sheetings, at 
6 1-4 cents per yard; white and colored Cotton Thread,
Linen do., Spool do., etc. etc.
B R O A D C L O T H S .— French, English and American 
Broadcloths, at all prices. Our C A S S IM E R E S  S A T ­
I N E T T S  we received direct from one of the most celebrat­
ed Manufactories in the Union, and can and will sell them 
cheaper than can be bought elsewhere.
F L A N N E L S .— Twilled and plain Red Flannels; Yel- 
low do; White do; Green do; Spotted do; Cotton and those'who mav wish to purchase! 
Wool do. GiN g h am s.—-Scotch Ginghams, American do., j pleage cal, an(1 examine.
at all prices. New style Oregon Plaids. j ------ ----- ------------------- ---------- „
S H A W L S .— Cashmere, Imitation do., Silk, Net, Cot- , ck t! *s »•
ton and Worsted, Highland, DeLaine, Thibet, Damask, . ‘ . *
French, &c. G l o v e s .—Ladies’- white and black Kid ^  j |  ' L subscriber bavin 
Gloves, Gents.’ do, Berlin do, Silk do, Worsted d o; Knit 5 M 
tins
ness, until too late to cure the real cause.
W hat immense responsibility then rests upon the parent who 
does not know, an 1 the doctor who does not understand the 
complaint which is destroying those precious flowers of 
1 i fe—  Chihl ren.
W hat shall be done? T he answ er is plain. G ive tin 
vermifuge, which w ill be sure to do good, if  they have no 
worms; and if  they have, it w ill destroy and eradicate them  
with a certainty and precision truly astonishing.
It cannot harm the smallest infant or the strongest adult. 
There is no mercury or mineral in it. Mercury is the basis 
o f most worm rem edies; and the remedy is som etim es worse 
than the disease. S o  never use lozenges, but rely upon 
this. Every person will be convinced on one trial, that it is 
the most perfect cure ever invented.
The immense sale that this vermifuge has, is a sure testo l 
Its value and the estiinatiin  hi which it is held by fam ilies, 
it would be quite too expensive to publish a volume o f  cer- 
ven for this article, and the users
T h is  E xtract is put up in qt. bottles; it is six times cheap, 
er, pleasanter, and w arranted superior to any sold. It CUA 
diseases w ithout vom iting, purging, sickening or debility, 
the patient.
G r e a t  F a l l  a n d  W i n t e r  M e d ic in e . Thegr«, 
beauty and superiority o f  (bis Sarsaparilla over all otl.er 
medicines is , while it eradicates diseases, it invigoiatesthe 
body. It is one o f the very best Fall anu Winter ineeicin(, 
ever known; it not only purifies the whole system jo,: 
btrenglhens the person, but it creates new, pure and rkk 
■flood; a power possessed by no other mecicine. Audio 
this lies the great secret o f  its wondeiful success. It K 
performed w ithin the past tw o years, more than 85,OOOaiet 
o f severe eases of d isea se ; at least 20,600 of there \uj( 
considered incurable. _ _ |  jK  .
More than 3 ,000 eases o f  Chronic Rheumatism;—2.0fd 
rases o f  D yspepsia; 4 .000 cases o f  General Debility tod 
W ant o f Energy ; 7,000 cases o f the different FemaleI'cr 
plaints; 2 ,000  cases o f Scrofula ; 1 ,500 cases o f  the Live 
Complaint; 2 ,500 cases o f D isease o f the Kidneys it,i 
Dropsy ; 8 ,000  cases o f Consumption ;
Anri thousands of cases of diseases o f  the blood,friz: U 
cers, E rysipelas, Salt Rheum, Filnpics on the face, &c. &•„ 
together with numerous cases o f  S ick  Headache, Famuli 
the S id e  and C hest, Sp inal affections, &c. &e.
T h is, w e are aw are, must appear incredible, but we l-.avt 
letters from P hysicians and our Agents in different j aits of 
the United S tates, informing us o f  cxtraordinaiy cuics. j;. 
Van B uskirk, one o f  the m ost respectable Ihuggists in 
N ewark, N J ,  informs us that he can refer to more than 1(0 
cases in that place alone. There a ie  thousands c,l cases in 
the City o f  New' Y ork , which we w ill refer to with | hastu* 
and to men o f  character. It is the besl medicine ffr pre­
vention of disease known. It undoubtedly saved the Jivesof 
more than 5 ,Q00 children the past season/ as it removed the 
cause o f  d isease, and prepare I them for the Summer season, 
It has never l>een know n to injure the most delicate child, 
R h e u m a t i s m . T h is  Sarsaparilla is used with the most 
perfect success in Rheum atic com plaints, however seveieor 
chronic. T h e cures it has peifotined are indeed wonrieilul. 
Other rem edies sometimes g ive temporary relief; this entirely 
eradicates it from the system , even when the limbs anti brer 
are dreadfully swollen. H ear M r. Seth Terr y, one of tie 
oldest and most respectable lawy er s iit Hartford, Conn.:
H r. Townsend— I have used orre bottle o f your Sat s:rr aiib 
la, and find it excellent in its effects upon a ( lriortic 
rnatic, pain to which 1 am subject, from an injury occasioned 
several vears ago, in a public stage. Please send n:e2kt- 
tles to the care o f  Dr Seym our. I htifrc Conversed withtwo 
o f our principal physicians,w ho recommend your saisafanili, 
Hartford, March 12, 1845. S e t i i  T e r r y .
C o n s u m p t io n  c u r e d . Cleanse and Strengthen. Con­
sumption can he cured. Bronchitis, L iver Compliant, Ccith, 
Catarrh, Coughs, A sthm a , Sp ittin g  o f  I  loud, S in n m  inlht 
Chest, llectic  f l u s h ,  N ight Sw eats,D ifficu lt or profuse 11. 
perforation, P a in  in the S ide , fyc ,hare  t u n  end c u n ltitn i.  
D r Townsend— Dear S ir: Nearly 20 yeors ago. 1 took a 
violent cold, which settled on my lungs, and ahectet ne 
severely; indeed, until it became a constant hacking coegh, 
but not so severe as to prevent rtre from attending to nrv 
business. W ith in  the last few years it increase.; <n ne 
gradually. A t last I became reduced— I breathe; uitlr difi 
culty, and raised with my cough much bad matter, and fo 
the last nine months previous to using your Sar srq aril’ajral 
regular night sweats ; indeed, niv fi ien< s and myself suppose.) 
that I would die with Consumption; but I have the J :q;i- 
ness to inform you that, to my sin ; r i -, after using 5 L. tees 
of your Sarsaparilla, I find itry health restored. It leikvedt i f i c a t e s  t h a t  h a v e  l in en  ____
"I it are requested to sprea 1 the name to all persons w hom me"graduallyy ‘and I am now enjoying much better health tlmn 
they thiak my be benefitted by it. _ I have before in 26  years. I had almost entirely lust my
Speak ol it in all fam ilies, and you w ill do your duty to appetite, w hich is also returned. You are at liLeity to pid • 
your fellow'creatures, an l feel assured o f the approbation fish this with my name in the papers, if  you rhorse. ' 
o f all good men, and will receive your reward in heaven. Mv little griff who is three rears ol f, had a very bad
W e call on all good citizens to make known ther’effects of 
this wonderful remedy.
Sold wholesale by R O S S  & P O O R , (late Comstock 
& R oss,) 19 Tremont R ow , B oston; and retail by their 
A gents in Gardiner, C. P . B r a n c h , G . M . A t w o o d , and 
A . T . P e r k i n s . 6m l
T iiE  subscriber now offers for sale a lar ge assortment of Gent’s, Boy’s, Youth’s and Children’s 
T h ic k  a n d  T h in  R O O T S  a n d  S H O E S ,  
Ladies’, Misses’ and Children’s Gaiter Boots, Polkas, 
Shoes, Buskins and T ies, together with a large assoitment 
of Gent's, Ladies’ and Common aild PatOllt
R u b b e r s ,  of almost every description.
T H IC K  B O O T S , made throughout hym en, and war­
ranted to give perfect satisfaction. All ot which will be 
sold as low as at any store in the State.
14 ' A N D R E W  JE C K .
W a n t e d ? .
LL persons indebted to the subscriber, whose Notes or 
. Accounts are of more than three months standing, are 
requested to call and pay the same immediately, ii they 
wish to save cost. A N D R EW  JECK .
Garditier, Oct. 27, 1847. 14
A'
YOUNG AMERICAN’S MAGAZINE
O F
S E L F  I  M P  R O V E  31 E N T .
Combining Literary Entertainment and Instruction with an 
effort to promote the union o f thorough Self-Improvement with 
every department o f  Industry.
E T 3 H E  work lias received extensive commendation from 
-El the Press, and is meeting with good success.
Issued semi-monthly— Price ij)l,20 a  year in advance.—  
Two copies to one address $ 2— six copies 8'5— th irteen1 
copies fjlO. Single numbers 20 cents.
E dited and Published by  G . W . L i g h t , N o . 3, C om hill, 
Boostn, and sold by the principal Periodical Agents or Book­
sellers throughout the United States. • 6
In Gardiner by F . C L A Z I E R , J r .
S n h b a t h  S c h o o l  H o o k s .
FJjJNIIE subscriber is prepared to furnish Sabbath Schools
J A C K S O N ’ S S T U  V E  S .
( At the stand formerly occupied by S U M N E R K n ig h t .) 
C 3T E W A R T ’S Summer and W inter Air-Tight;
►S Atlantic Air-Tight; National Air-Tight;
Trojan Pioneer; Stanley’s Air-Tight Rotary;
Revolving Flue! Tolman’s Hathaway;
Washington A ir-T ight; New England ;
Boston; Kennebec.
A v w  S t y l e  o t  F i 'n iiS tlin  S t o v e  ;
Cast Iron Air-tight Parlor; Cast bottom and top, d o ;— 
Stove Brushes, &c., &c. 8tf
Hard Ware and Crockery,
to the inhabitant 
comprising a good assortment of
Groceries, Provisions & Dry Goods,
Crockery,& Paper Hangings, which he w ill sell at prices so 
extremely low that cannot fail to give entire satisfaction to
Aug. 18.
N o t i c e !
fitted up his store with a large 
and beautiful assortment of F a ll and  W inter
Ing Cotton, white and colored; Cords and Tassels, coi’d G o o d s ,so m e  of the handsomest styles ever offered in this 
and white Curtain Cambrics, Black Crape. jt0'™’ an‘l belnS determined to close up business by the first
L I N E N S .— Irish Linen, Linen Damask, Damask Table ol Marc.h next> 1 ,^ust that «? oaG w,n let this favorable
“And is you’re going out to the East Hin- 
gies, my dariint Mrs. Marconey ?”$aid an old 
Irish croney to a young wife of a soldier about 
to embark for Madras. “I’ve been in them 
parts meself, and well do I remember the tor­
ments 1 went through day and night with the 
muskatoes. They have long suckers hang­
ing down from their heads, and they’ll draw 
the life-blood out of ye, before you can say 
‘peas.’ ” This terrifying account lived in the 
memory of the young woman; the vessel 
made Madras roads, the decks were soon 
crowded, all hands delighted at the sight of 
land, Mrs Marconey amongst the rest—bui 
Jltr joy was of short duration, for on the shore 
she perceived an elephant; horror-struck at 
the sight, and in breathless agitation, she ap­
proached the mate, exclaiming with uplifted 
hands, “Holy mother! is that a muskato!”
JU/-LV O ---11 1MI JUl.iCil  UUK.-I1 WttUUWH , l (IU1U I  . , . , ,
Covers, Brown do, Cotton do,— Linen Hdkfs., very cheap. 1 Pi” ‘ta i,tV pass walnut securing to themselves 
Silk Hdkfs., Cotton do, Black Italian do, Pongee do, Ban- 1 A  F I  R S I ’ R A T E  B  A  R  G  A  I N ,  
danna do, Flag do, Brocade do, Gingham do; L a d ie s ’ j As I am determined not,to be beaten by any of those who 
Cr a v a t s , Hooks & Eves, Buttons of all kinds, Silk ajn 1 advertise to sell less than cost, and even less than that—for 
Twist. H o s ie r y .— S ilk Hose, Raw Silk  do, Worsed j such notices carry on the face of them the impress of false- 
do, Cotton do, white and colored. j hood, and are not trusted by people of good judgment.
V E S T I N G S .—Satins, Silk Velvet, Velveteen, Cotton j Purchasers are assured that in this stock can be found 
Velvet. Rose and Whitney’s Blankets, Color’d Cambric, J almost every article usually kept in a Dry Goods Store,—  
White do, Bishop Lawn, India Book Muslin, India Linen j among them may be found a large lot of 
Cap Lace, Edgings. j F l i n t s  a n d  A lp a c c a s  of every description—some
A L P A C C A S .—-Silk Warp Alpaccas, Cotton do, Thibet very beautiful styles; and D rf.ss G oods of almost all 
Cloths, drab and maroon colors, very cheap. Wadding and j kinds; some very hailsom e styles of S I L K S ,  all of whic 
Batting,Horse Blankets, stripe Shirtings, Bed Ticking,Bed j will be sold low; Shawls, Flannels, Broadcloths, Cassi 
Lace, Canvass, Padding, Silesia, Wicking, Piping, Wors- J meres, Satinetts, Vestings and Trimmings of all kinds, 
teds of all shades, French Canvass, English do. Very nice Also— Perforated card, Steel clasps for Bags, steel beads,
Alapincs and Silks, for Ladies’ Dresses. Rings and Tassels, silk Braids, Ribbons, cap Laces, Edg-
C A R P E T I N G S .— Woolen, Cotton and W ool, Cotton, ings, &c. Brow l and Bleached Sheetings, Drillin
Hemp, and Oilcloth— very cheap;— together with every ar­
ticle usually kept in a Dry Goods Store. New styles 
received weekly.
The above is an entire new stock, and will be sold re­
markably cheap.
On our second floor we have one of the largest and best 
selected assortments of IV. I . Goods ever offered in the 
State, which was bought at the lowest cash price, and w ill 
: be sold at a very small advance—consisting in part as fallows:
Prime Cuba and Porto Rico Molasses; Flour; Tobacco; 
Havana, Porto Rico uttn j n n I Souchong,N ingyong m rn i n 
and Crushed OUuiinO. | and Young Hyson 1 fljA0. 
Laguayra, P . Cabello and Brazil C O F F E E ;  Cloves, Nut­
megs, Cassia, Pinientp, Ginger, Starch, Box and Cask 
Raisins, Soap, Candles, Snuff, Pails, Brooms, Wash- 
Boards, Clothes-Pins.
H A R D W A R E .— Knives and Forks, Butts and Screws, 
Door Knobs, Plane Irons, 100 Casks of Nails, Hammers & 
Hatchets, Huut’s A xes, Augurs and Bitts, Trace Chains, 
Steel and Iron Squares, Coffee Mills, Wheel Heads, Blind 
Fastenings, Window Springs, Sheet Lead & Zinc— Glass, 
7x9, 8x10, 9x12—Steel Shovels, Sickles, and other articles 
too numerous to mention. Also—a good assortment of 
C r o o c k f . r y  W a r t .
All kinds of Produce taken in exchange, for which a fair 
ice will be paid. (3m l0) Gardiner, Oct. 1.
striped Shrtings, Tickings, Diaper, Table covers, Napk 
Irish Linens, Silk Hdkfs.,Gingham and Linen do.,bes 
various other Goods, too numerous to mention.
N . B. All persons indebted to the subscriber arc re- 
quoste 1 to pavnp immediately. 12
Gardiner, Oct. 13, 1847. ISA A C  SH EPAR D .
HENRY F. HAY k  Co.,
Nos. 1 & 2,  D ay’s B rick  B lock, over the B ridge,
N E A R  T H E  G A R D IN E R  F L O U R  M I L L S ,
OF F E R  for sale a large and extensive assortment of HARD W A R E  and CROCKERY.
H ard  W a re .—Their stock of Hard Ware consists in 
part of the following, viz: IRON and S T E E L ; Cut and 
Wrought N ails; Sheet Lead; Lead Pipe; Z inc; Copper 
and Iron Pumps; Axletrees; Carriage and Seat Springs; 
Anvils, and Vises.
Saws.— Cross-Cut, Circular, Mill and Pit Saw s, &c., 
&c., &c.
C arpenters’ T ools.— A good assortment o f Foreign 
and Domestic Manufacture.
Sadlery Goods—a great variety.
A gricultural T ools.— Plow s,Scythes,Snaths, R akes, 
Hay and Manure Forks, Shovels, Spades, Hoes, Crow Bars,
&U.
" a  L A R G E  A S S O R T M E N T  O F  C U T L E R Y ,
Tea and Door Bells; Trunk and Chest Locks; Butts and 
Screw's; Hinges, Door Handles and B olts; Glass and Ma­
hogany Knobs; Mill Files and Rasps, a large assortment,—  
Tacks and Brads, Shoe Nails, Coffee Mills, F lat Irons, 
Seives, Candlesticks, W ire, Ox, Trace and W ell Chains. 
Also, Paint, White Wash and Varnish Brushes, Manilla 
and Hemp Cordage, Bed Cords, Window Lines, &c.
ini O  L  L  ©  W  W A i S E ,  
W INDOW  G LA SS. OF A L L  S IZ E S , 
CHINA, GLASS, & CROCKERY WARE
A large assortment of China, Glass, and Crockery W are 
of the latest styles; W hite Stone, Blue and Brown Dining 
Tea an 1 Toilet Setts; French & English China Tea Setts, 
Lam ps.— Solar, Astral, and Bracket Lamps. Glass 
Candlesticks; Preserve and Fruit Dishes, Pitchers, Sugars, 
Creams and Plates, Lamp Shades, &r.
G irandoles, with one, two, and three lights, of various 
stvles. Just received, a large and splendid assortment of 
V A S E S .
Common W are.— Common Tea Setts; Wash Bowls 
and Pitchers; Plates, Mugs,&c. Y kllow S tone W a r e , 
a large variety.
A lso , W illow  and W ooden W are .— Cradles, Bas­
kets, Chairs, Tubs, Pails, Measures, Brooms, Matts, Floor 
and Dust Brushes, &c., &e.
500 Gallons Linseed O il; 2000 Lbs. Extra and Pure 
Ground Lead, which will be sold at the lowest prices. 
Gardiner, Aug. 6 , 1847. 2tf
U nion, atwith all the public 85 tious o f the Am . S . S  
Boston prices. Among them are the follow ire  :
T H E  C O M P L E T E  S .  S .  L I B R A R Y ,  o f  511 bound- 
voJs., with 103 catalogues to correspond, including 2 Bib- 
lica! Maps, in a case with lock and key. P rice !r 100,—  
without e sse , £ 95 .
1 I I E  C H E A P  L I B R A R Y  , o f 100 \  o ls ., selected Ir 
the above, plainly and strongly bound. 1 
case 11,50.
rom
ice £ 10,— with
The Union Q uestions, Child’s Scripture Question B ook, 
lion Bible Dictionary, &c. F .  G L A Z IE R , J r .U moil 
Gardiner July 23 , 1847.
cough the whole o f  last W inter. W e became vny mu h 
alarmed on her account. W hile  using the medicine j I gave 
her some of it, and it soon entirely relieved her, as well at 
myself, and she is w ell now , and hearty as am child 1 ever 
saw . She was also full o f little blotches; it took them away 
and her skin is smooth and fair new ; and J am satisfied die 
recovered her hea'th from using your excellent medicine.
S . W . C on a n t ,  444 Brvvcry.
G i r l s , R e a d  i h i s . V oil u lio  have pale complex,oui 
dull eyes, blotches on the face, rough sk in , an,: m e n u  cl 
sp irits,’ use a bottle or two o f Dr T ow oseiio ’s F  e q  arilla. 
It w ill cleanse your blood,rem ove the freckles am. Ui tclie , 
and give you anim ation, spai kli g  eyes , 1me .-q uits, an! 
beautiful com plexion, all c f which are o f iii.nar.se 
unmarried ladies.
G r e a t  F e m a i .f. M e d i c i n e . Dr Townsend’s Sarsa­
parilla is a sovereign and spee.iv cure for Inci| ient 11 nmi | - 
tioti, Barrenness, L eucorrhaa or W h ites, cbstnctcii u 
difficult Menstruation, Incontinence o f C iin e ,m  involiiiitiiy 
discharge thereof, and for the general P i, stration cl tit 
System , no matter whether the result o f  inherent cause, or 
produced by irregularity, illness or accident.
N othing ran be more sui prising than its inv igm atirg cferts 
on the human frame. Persons, all weakness aim Im-situ f, 
from taking it, at once heroine re Lust ano full ,.f ei cun in- 
der its influence. It immediately counteracts the i eru'l, s 
ness o f the female frame, which is the great cause c 1 l.autirer.
It w ill not be expected < f  us, in cases c f so , elic.te a is- 
ture, to exhibit certificates o f  cures pcifi in.ee , l i t  we u« 
assure the afflicted that him. iec.sc fc a s .e shave leu i u |u ii,i 
to us. Several cases where- fam ilies have I o n  wiltci.t 
children, after using a few bottles cl this iuvalualleu.fc.inm, 
have been blessed with healthy e fs t  liion
D r Povmscnd  31\ w ife being gre atly distressed I y weak­
ness and general debility, and sndeiii g continually ly | am 
” a sensation o f  beaiiujr dow n, falling <4 the vu.n.L.imii
T H E  Subscriber the Hall over hi:
f e )  <
l witli other difficulties, and having known eases wluieviHi 
| medicine has effected great cures, and also l-.eai irg it leci ni- 
mended for suc h c ases as I have oesci ibeci, I obtained aLet- 
tle o f  your E xit act o f 8 ai sapai ilia, am. fe Howes, the c.irec tuns 
you gave mo. In a short j erioci it cemovpo-her con plants 
assortment o f  W O O L  C A R P E T IN G S  eonip'risiim all 'the i U '  .n?s*fM'*d l.,el' h.ealth- g'atelu l fei the lei efts dr
qualities from Common to E x tra  Superfine.' C o ? - m I * * * '? ? * '}  take pleasure in thus ac k
has opeue 
s to re , an f
l a  C A R P E T  R O O M  in 
has just received
. ,  _ - -j— j   w .itton d o . , !
same, as law as 10 cts per yard !  W ool and Cotton Stair Car- ! 
o'/VUri-re p,N e s \ Ganton M attings, Rugs, &c. O IL  • 
CLO 1 H b received tins w eek , all o f which will be sold at 
Ewer prices than can be purchased for elsew here.
INew lot o f Dry Goods just received.
T , „  N . K . C H A D W IC K .G ard iner, July 12, 1847. 52
mending it to the public.
lunvle, ging it,&.iecom- 
M . I). Mo, k n.
Albany, Aug 17, 1844. [C or. Gianu fy Lydius-f-. 
T o  M o t h e r s  a n d  M a r r i e d  L a d i e s . This EMiact 
el Sarsaparilla has been expressly prepared in icfcic-cet» 
com plaints. N o  female who Las reuse,11 to ru|}0 c
FM NHE subscriber has
emale
she is approaching that ci itical pei io ,!,‘ihe turn of life-,’s. oul i 
neglect to take it, as it is a certain prevei tative for ai v of 
fhe numerous and horrible t iseases to uh ich  fen.aies aienl- 
U 1 • 4u»t received an 1 is now opening I iect at this time ot life. Phis period may be cielavcd sevtial
-M. his Spring S to ck  of P A P E R  H A N G I N G S , W in- W;" s U  this m edicine. Nor is it less valreLe hr
Borders, and F ire  Board Patterns. T his those approaching womanhood, as it is c alculated to ;
■ toc iv IS tlie largest, and com prises the greatest variety ot nature, by quickening the bloo., a m  invigoiating the sv.-tun. 
patterns evei offered cm the K ennebec, as all will acknJwl , lau ce .l, tins medicine is invaluable for all the no'-ts to 
e j ?e who choose to call and exam ine for them selves. 'vhlch women are subject. It braces the whole system,iere«&
juiy F . G L A Z IE R , J r . | permanently the natm al e n e ig ie s ,in  removiii '. . ---a—i - j ----- ...,6 the impuiltMt
-  ot the body not so far stimulate g  the sy stem as to pro. urc 
a subsequent relaxation, which is the case of most*meclicicca
€  A  is  A
i ™ * " -  woul<! .respectfully infer 
House
' ns f n 'rnc,s a,Kk the_ public tha t the above
is now' open for the reception o f  com­
pany, and that he will be able to wait 
tiu se  who may favor ' ‘
Calais, March, 10 , 1847.
him with a call.
T H E O D O R E  C A R Y . 
34v
I  ^  .kf>fT s constantly on hand D r . C ii a r
B ra c e s . A b d o m in a I S upporters <rnd S hou lder
A i s s r of Syrii*es’ :in ^prices. 
d ‘ l l l ‘ 6’< Iie:iR> --------- « ,t „ vl
^I• P A L M E R  has for sale a large lot o f  
Springfield L E T T E R  P A P E R , whicl
ctiea-p.
* IK'S*.
London and 
hicli lie will sei 
oct. 4
SBhds. iTlo3assc*s.
J U ST arrived per Brig Amesbury, direct from Marti­nique, 80 hhds. prime retailing Martinique Molasses. 
For sale, wholesale and retail, by G. W . LOWELL. 
Oct 1 10
P e H d ie U s
E X TRACT of Sarsaparilla, Yellow Dock, and Queen’s Delight—A new and beautiful preparation, superior 
to Townsend’s, in larger bottles and at less price.
The subscriber has been appointed sole agent for the 
sale of the above, in Gardiner. C. P. BRANCH. 
Nov. 4.
R O U S S E L ’S Unrivalled Cream for Shaving, for which silver medals have been awarded by the
Franklin Institute of Pennsylvania, and the American In­
stitute, at New York. A fresh supply received, for saiepiy 
Oct 27. fi- ?  BRANCH.
F u r n i tu r e ,
Looking Glasses, Clocks an l Chairs.
T sI’ B’C's i c a  P a p e s *
M O Cases just received and for sale by 
-__________ 42 _________________F . G LA Z IE R , J r
ClOO * 0 ~L VS ’ . o f Fre;K;1' and Ainerican manufac- 
july 23.
ture, in store and for sale bv 
_ _ _ _ _ _  F . G L A Z IE R , J r .
AT  their Ware Rooms, Corner of Water and Bruns wick Streets, can now offer to the public as good a 
assortment of Furniture as can be found on the Rennebe 
River, and at such prices as cannot fail to satisfy those who 
are in want. They are also constantly manufacturing Fur­
niture of all kinds, and any article called for, not on hand, 
will be furnished at short notice.
L o o k in g - G la s s e s .  They have just received a com­
plete supply of Looking-Glasses, which they can offer as 
lowas can be found at any other place.
B rass C locks. T he most splendid assortment that was 
ever opened on the Kennebec river, at all prices, from £2  
to $ 1 2 ,—comprising in part, common Brass Clocks, with 
or without Mirrors—Alarm do— 1-2 Column 30 hour Goth­
ic—8 day round Gothic—and day Column do— splendid 
pattern 8  day Gallery, various stvles.
Those in want of any o f the above articles, are requested 
o call and examine before purchasing els cwhere. -17
Maine Mammoth Mutual Fire Insurance 
Company.
A PPLIC A I IO N S  for Insurance in the above Company 
I t  received by r  n  » v i Y n  ', ) .  '
Gardiner, Jan. 22, 1847. ‘ 27tf  ' '
W .  I .  W o o i i s  a is iS  « r o e e r i r i -
T H E  subscriber keeps constantly on handY , - *sortment o f all kinds o f G roceries pnm e
CHILDREN.
, . ,  , 1 have the pleasure to infern*
you tnut tinee o f my children have been em eu of the Send- 
ula by the use o f your excellent m edicine. They yywe af­
flicted very severely with ba 
bottles; it took tii
one of tlw
48 o cen es .
A . T .  P E R K IN S .
me. They ncte. 
s o .e s ;  have tukea only feus 
, . .. . 11 aw ay, fn  which I feel myself 1111 «
deep obligation. Y ours, respectfully,
IV X- , IsAAC w ' C RA IN , 106 Wooster-st. Neyv Y ork , March 1 , 1847.
O p in io n s  o f  P h y s i c i a n s . Dr Townsend is daily re 
ceiy mg orders from Physicians in different pai ts o f the UiVn n 
I his is to certify that we, the un .ersig led, I liysiciau.-D 
tlie C ity of Albany, have in numerous cases 1 > esci ibi •(-1 
loyvnsend’s Sarsaparilla, an I believe it to l i e  
most valuable preparations in the inaiket.
H . P . P u l i n g , !V1. D .
J. W i l s o n , M . 1) . .
II- B . B r i g g s , M. D.
Albany, Apr 1 ,1846 . P . E . E i . m i.n d o r f , M D .
U N rrE i) S t a t e s  O f f i c e r . C apt. G . W . McLean one 
of the Unite i S lates Marine C orps, and member of the N.
;-amCy t ? n  r ,C’ has km dly sent us the following cctili- i.ate. It tells its own story.
a • .  R a h w a y , J  n . 25, 1847.
ulioleUvJ, ‘ T f  ? WM tnkcn the Influenza, and mj 
hoie systcin left in a debilitated state. I was induced to
L d  i i W T n{l s Sarsaparilla, and after taking two or 
lirrU 1 ,1 ’ v e fy "luoh " ‘lieved, and attnLiite it en-
lnd find b u m ,'!a,'illa' 1 llave continued taking it
uul find that l improve every day. J believe it saved in) 
■He, and would not be without it under any consideration.
t>t,. . „ . . _ G. W . M cL e a n .
N  tice. After the 1st o f  January , 1848, none will lie 
genuine unless they are put up with' a magnificent copper 
plate label, contan.mff the flu- siiuilie o f  Dr. T o w iJ iiN  
name, thus— S . V. lO W N J S E N i).
Principal Office, 126 Fulton street, Sun Building, N. V.
reo v  C o** 8 8tafe streot> Boston—  Dy,loZ North 2 d  '  ‘ . . . .
?ust3.8S anid Supporters.JUsL received a complete «»»««-*.--- - n  , ,
48 assortment. Foralesby  A . T . P E R K IN S .
S w i t c r i o r  F a  « •«
A  F E W  b°XCS ° f  S , 'P erio r F igs, just received bv 
-------------- ------------ A . T .  P E R K I N S .
W II D* ° ^ ? LASS—Just receivedT »  jn en t o f G lass o f  all sizes— wh
A . T . P E R K IN S .
. Pnm e assort 
•which yvill be sold eheni 
. .  1.t v «
" W A R R E N ’S S A R S A P A R I L L A  B I T T E R S , __kise
oo.icived by A . T . P E P  K IN ./
& Sunn)
Sold wholesale and retail by G. M. A T W O O D , t h e  o n ly
authorised Agent in Gar diner.
A
% V *‘ I d i r ** y
ly9
IN* c l o r a l .
N O T H E R  invoice o f this celebrated remedy for cough*,
Colds arM Consumption,—ju st received by ■
• l  . B R A N C H , A gen t fo r  the'Proprietor.
T ut' ^^ownsend s barsapan'lla.HE subscriber is agent for this valuable Compound.
A. T . PERK INS.
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